ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
PO Box 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
Tel: 057 551753
Fax: 057 551677

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of Australia. The
Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. Now the same
superb facilities are 3vailable for Paragliding

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week
2 Day Introductory
7 Day HGFA Licence
2 Day Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion
2 Day Paraglider Thermalling & XC
4 Day Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion

$220
$770
$220
$220
$440

Paraglider Insurance
Theft or loss through forcible entry
Direct physical damage from an external cause

PARAGLIDING
Para Pacific Monarch - Intermediate/
Advanced
Brand new canopy from New Zealand
Open leading edge, no battens, very very
easy to deploy, accelarator bar, 45kmh top
speed, good for stronger sea breezes, very
good in thermals. Excellent value. Price
includes harness, bag & accelerator bar
Sizes: 21, 24, 26 square meters
FALHAWK

$100 pa

SALES

SHOP

$2,499 Black Magic - Beginners to
Intemediate
Sizes: 22, 24, 27 square meters
Standard: ACPFULS/DHV Gutesiegel

$2,638-2,999
including
harness
& bag

Reserve Re-packing Service, Be sure
Re-packing by an APF qualified rigger

$45

+ pp

Davron 200 + Altimeter/vario
$599
Precision miniature instrument, two altimeters,
Neo - Beginner/Intermediate
$2,680-3,219 vario up and down, optional up only, elasticated
New entry level canopy, as expected
thigh attachment, fluoro pink
from Falhawk good quality and good handling
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27 square metres
Books
Standard: ACFPULS 1
$29.50
Athlete -Intermediate/Advanced
$2,810-3,234 ABC of Paragliding, Hubert Aupertit
A comprehensive introduction to
+
(pp)
$2.50
Superb Paraglider, excellent speed range
Paragliding
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27, 30 square meters
Standard: SHV/DHV Gutesiegel
Paragliding Flight, Dennis Pagen
$28.00
Apex - Advanced
$3,806-4,181
Walking
on
air,
an
extensive
new
+
(pp)
$2.50
Very, very good, better still than the Athlete
Paragliding
book,
from
the
ground
up
Standard: ACPFULS 3

Emergency Reserve Systems
APCO Pulled APEX 26ft round
Cylinder packed
Long bridle
Short bridle
Square packed
Long bridle, enlarged bag, eyelets
harness attachment system
Short bridle + eyelets
Standard: DHV Gutesiegel

USED
AIRWAVE Black Magics (4)

BIG Wind Socks
2 metres long, 2.5 metres high, collapsible
$587 steel post and spike, fluoro colours to order
$577
Paraglider Sail Sign Writing
Paragliders sign written to order, If you're going
$687 to do it, then do it properly
$587

$85.00

$POA

PARAGLIDERS
- 24 sq m. Intermediate

$1,599-2,499

Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily
Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a HGFA licence
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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL). Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
.
in Skysailor.
Copyright in' Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution .

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions,
market place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals , short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 4
EXETER NSW 2579
Tel (048) 834 180
PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H

Ian Jarman
(048) 834 180

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph (066) 280356
8am-8pm

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Treasurer - Keith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W
(02) 5877971 H
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Garth Wimbush
(062) 2477526 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07)8348858

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles comingll

We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black
and white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.
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Flash 2a

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Craig Worth
(065) 592713
Sec. Ben Leonard
(065) 832591

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: A1f Piper
(043) 682280
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Gary Moulston
(043) 851254
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Port Kembla
Leagues Club 1st Wed
ea month Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388 W

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Pink Club
Pres. Jo McNamara
(042) 942305
Sec. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356

Gladstone HG Club
6 Edward St
Boyne Island 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 792562
Sec. Craig Anderson

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

Cudgeegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642
Dave Cookman
Central West HG Club (071) 498573
Pres - Len Paton
Stan Roy
(068) 537220
(071) 459185
Sec. Jenny Ganderton A1f Carter
(068) 537220
(071) 457265
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927
Newcastle HG Club
Kosciusko Alpine
Pres Richard McWhinney Paragliding Club
(049) 549415
Pr. Guenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(049) 487491
Sec. Stuart Andrews
"PG" Ian Ladyman
(064) 576190
(049) 498946
Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH
(02) 2958040 BH
Rolf Muller
(02) 735212 H

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Richard Reitzin
(02) 2353033W
(02) 3651533H
Sec. David Jones
(048) 611699W
(048) 894182H

Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah
Sec. Samantha Clarke
(03) 6184398 bh
Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
(03) 7353095
Greg Withers
(03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Lilydale (n . rail line)

Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
Richmond
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Editor's Corner
At last, we have the minutes from the Convention for your
scrutiny! The delay was due to Ian and his assistants having some
difficulty in transfering them from Apple to IBM format. As
there were orisinally about 14 pages of word processing, no-one
had the time to retype them. I believe any of the reports tabled
are available on request if you would like more information.
Many of our members have put pen to paper on a number of
issues, including the paragliding debate. It has been suggested
that paragliding reps in each club be listed as a contact. If your
club has a paragliding or powered hang gliding rep and you
would their name and number listed, please drop me a line.
I believe paragliding is here to stay, and provided instructors and
pilots observe the safety procedures that have been set out in the
PG rating system, this aspect of flying should see a reasonably
healthy growth in Australia. One of the letters has mentioned a
couple of accidents in Australia already. No accident is a good
one, but we need to remember that incidents happen in all areas
and perhaps paragliding accidents receive more attention at the
moment as it is currently 'under the spotlight'.
On a more positive note, it appears that more pilots are renewing
after our continued reminders through Skysailor and membership checks at various sites. However we are nowhere near the
number of fmancial pilots at this time last year.
I am getting low on cartoons and photos, so check out your latest
from the summer flying and send them in. All photos will be
returned if you send a stamped, self-addressed envelope. If your
favourite photo doesn't appear in the very next issue, please be
patient, I may be saving it for a colour cover!

Dalrae Station

WEll. ,_. \ M\JST FLJ f

Also if you have an idea for a cartoon, but are not much of an
artist, perhaps you'd like to pass on your ideas to some of
cartoonists such as Julius Makk, Rob Julian, or Neil Mersham.
Hope you all continue to have some great flights over the next
few months. As for me, I'm off for a fly before the wet sets in;
its looking very threatening!
Safe circles

Marie!

home of the Coopla Cup, NSW
75 km west of Taree
Now available:
new sic accommodation overlooking
the Coopla River
7 well insulated units, sleeping up to 4
persons, clubroom with TV, books,
games
swimming, fishing, bushwalking
farm activities
guided 4wd day trips
home-cooked meals available, if
required, BYO

Dalrae Statio,n view to Cooplacurripa Valley

for inquiries and bookings call
Rolf or Renate on

Tel: 065 507596 from 7pm or 065851001

Dalrae Station, Nowendoc Road via Mt George, NSW 2424
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relative strengths and limitations of both
wings. Surely this would alleviate fears of
"being controlled".
As far as commercialism ruling the sport
goes, I hope that ~ instructor's main aim
is to put out safe, good pilots.
As paragliding is still relatively new here,
Australia is in a good position to learn
from problems experienced in other
countries that Andrew mentions. One example of current developments is the
rating system, which will parallel the hang
gliding rating system.
Sarah Mitsos

- ---- ---- -- -
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Dear Marie
Andrew Fock's concern (November
Skysailor) seems to come from too much
READING about a supposed problem in
the Southern Hang Gliding Club in
England, where there has been a large
increase in the number of Paragliding
pilots. He should be reminded that the
greater percentage are converts from
hang gliding.
With regards to his implication that
paragliders have and are likely to contribute to accidents due to "the large vertical space they occupy", he should
remember that Australia has the benefit
of a lot of dedicated and responsible
people ensuring that hang gliding and
paragliding are conducted in a manner far
safer than that conducted in Europe. If
he or anyone else has problems flying with
a lot of other crafts (as happened in
Queensland) be they paragliders or hang
gliders, then he/they should question
their ability to read whether it is safe to fly
or not. On an overcrowded day on any
site there is always one SAFE decision a
pilot can make in order to prevent rmding
himlherself in an emergency situation,
and that is DO NOT LAUNCH.

((fIJI/,lil/fI//// /1/1

'

~

Andrew predicts. The overall population
of Australia is probably not much more
than the size of greater London, plus
more sites in Europe seem to have easy
accessibility such as chairlifts.
It also seems to me that paragliding pilots,
being members of the HGFA, should
have the right to fly the same sites as hang
gliding pilots, so long as they, like hang
gliding pilots, observe the rules of the air
and site etiquette.
Some hang gliding pilots seem reluctant
to accept another form of Aviation, perhaps because up until now they haven't
had to share airspace with other, slowmoving aircraft.
As it looks like paragliders are here to
stay, it would be beneficial to everybody
if, rather than setting up in opposition,
pilots from both hang gliding and
paragliding resolve any problems or issues in a co-operative fashion.
Meanwhile people would also learn the

Dear Marie
I am writing in response to Andrew
Fock's letter.
I am a paragliding instructor in the Sydney area, and also have 12 years flying
experience as a hang gliding pilot. I learnt
to fly hang gliders in 1978, when hang
gliders at that time had a glide ratio of 4.5.
After 4 or 5 years of development we had
gliders with a 9 or 10 glide ratio and were
flying cross country. At this time general
aviation and sport aviation clubs expressed horror at us flying in their air
space, yet it seems that we haven't taken
over the skies!
The urge to fly further has led to improved
glider performance and ever increasing
distance records, with 300 miles now the
current US record. Alternatively hang
gliders have become heavier, more expensive, more of a hassle to set up, pack
up and cart around.
Enter the paraglider, weighing 6 or 7 kilos
in pack, with no racks needed on the car.
Thus they are a more compact transportable form of aviation plus an easier way to
aviate!

Craig Docherty, GTR 162, Stanwell Park

Recently I have either visited or flown at
sites (mainly Beechmont, Qld and Mt
Emu, Vic) and have found that hang
gliders and paragliders are able to share
the skies with one another without any
problems. We certainly don't need comments like Andrew's to rock the air.
Stuart Andrews, 16226
Dear Marie
I write in reply to Andrew Fock's letter. I
am not a pilot, but have spent several
years "on the fringes" of hang gliding and,
more recently, paragliding.
I agree that paragliding will continue to
become more popular here, but I don't
think there will be the vast numbers that
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The aims of flying are the same: whether
its flying a Cessna to the Gold Coast, a
club glider and Benella or Camden, or a
hang glider or paraglider at Stanwell
Park. The aims are to have fun with
friends, to challenge the elements, and to
try to improve one's own performance.
Sure, there are problems, accidents, confrontations. Andrew mentions problems
in the UK and in Kossen, Austria.

ing programmes had been developed that
can guarantee most people who learn
through a certified instructor will have
enough knowledge pumped into them to
make them aware of the potential dangers
and impart enough knowledge to them so
they don't hurt themselves. But even this
hasn't been enough! Experience doesn't
always prevent accidents. You can't think
for the other pilot.

UK first: paragliding probably started in
the UK although the French might challenge this statement. Clubs and organisations have been towing round canopies
since the end of World War 2. The British
Association of Parascending clubs was
formed to foster and control this sport.
Then in the seventies a NASA Engineer
invented the ram air chute. This was a
boon for parachuting as it gave the sport
a steer able parachute with gliding performance. These parachutes were then
towed up as airlifting the jumpers became
unfinancial to some clubs. It became the
sport of parascending which opened up
flying at a club level. At some point someone with a jump canopy or parascending
canopy Pied flying form a hill but found
the glide angle and sink rate not really
suitable for soaring. About the same time
people in Europe started gliding off
mountains. At first this was done without
any formal training other then being
shown how to inflate the wing. After lots
of research and development, accidents
and deaths, the paraglider as we know it
today had been developed.

Now paragliding is in Oz and the HGFA
controls it, with a wealth of experience to
draw upon, the pilot training and rating
scheme, the knowledge of sites, cross
country potential etc. We have the
chance to show the rest of the world how
to share the air!
Andrew also mentioned the problem of
manoeuvrability, or lack of it, with
paragliders. I think he is confusing this
with lack of speed. A paraglider can be
turned or diverge quicker than a hang
glider.
Modern paragliders have about the same
performance i.e. sink/glide as a Mars or
Gyro hang glider. They also have the
ability to park in lift. This is because it's
easy to reduce their ground speed to that
of the wind speed. This can also be done
in a hang glider when the wind speed is
about the stall speed of the glider, ie over
20 mph.

Kossen in '85 and '87, Feisch '89 and the
UK in '87 and '89. I learnt to fly a
paraglider on the ISle of Wight. John
Pendry, Robbie Whittal and Bruce
_Goldsmith also fly paragliders and their
attitude is "if it flies, fly it"! Try it Andrew,
you won't be disappointed.
Mark Mitsos, 13894
Dear Marie
On voluntary subscription and membership fees:
It appears our H.G.F A. numbers are fall-

ing at a time when the new paragliding
pilots should be adding to the numbers.
One very important reason is the high
price for the right to fly. It is very hard to
explain to pilots that it is not our right to
fly. The right to fly into air space has been
earned by the hard work of the H.G.F.A.'s
voluntary workers. They have won "our"
right to fly. They won that right by providing a system where we can be instructed
to fly safely, we can fly safe certified
equipment, we can be covered by third
party insurance. These things require
money to provide and that is our problem.
We require more members to keep the
price per member down. Or we require
cheaper fees to allow even the casual
pilots to be legal. For a casual pilot away
from strict site safety officers the idea of
paying $100 a year for maybe 20 flights
during summer is put off until he or she
has to. But if we can ensure the price is
reasonable then they will fmd it more acceptable to pay their money.

Most paraglider pilots are taught to move
around when soaring and not to park as
this can lead to large wakes being left for
hang gliders to fly into. One more point:
It has a glide ratio of 6:1, a sink rate once paragliding pilots realise how little . We have seen great debate during the
comparable to a hang glider, and is very airtime they can get when the wind picks past year about reducing the number of
easy to learn to fly. Herein lies the prob- up to over 20 mph some of them will look Skysailors. The paid up members who
lem; the training of pilots has always had at a hang glider to get more airtime.
receive their Skysailors are delighted with
dilemmas. When hang gliding first
the service. That is why we have voted to
started, it had a horrendous accident and As a hang gliding pilot of 12 years I can keep the service monthly. But has anyone
death rate. After many years, flight train- see some of Andrew's fears. I've been to asked the unfinancial or those who have
never joined, why they don't pay the $100?
Scott Tucker Rosins Lookout SE Qld, view of Springbrook

Well the people I have found flying
without membership have said it is "too
much money", and "so what", if they get
compulsory subscription to a magazine.
Well if there was voluntary subscription
to Skysailor available on the membership
form, the minimum membership price
could quite fairly be reduced, by the price
required to publish Skysailor.
If we have already shown that we all want

the 12 issues of Skysailor, then the quantity to keep the magazine economical
should not change. Some families will
benefit by not having the extra subscription (their present family membership
fees are hardly worth joining as a family).
To inform the members of important information or changes they could either be
sent one special edition Skysailor or a
newsletter when required.
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up and down our coastline. As golf becomes more popular they just keep building more golf courses. Unlike these our
sites are very fmite. You can't build some
more mountains in order to cater to increasing popularity of hang gliding. More
and more pilots must use the existing
sites, some of which are already under
increasing strain, such as Blackheath,
from overuse.
Our saving grace at the moment is that the
still existing inadequacies in our training
system means that a large proportion of
people who start to learn hang gliding
never get to carry it through to becoming
independent practicing pilots.

Unknown pilot, Mystic Bowl at Bright, Vic - p Bruce McMurdo
sent one special edition Skysailor or a
newsletter when required.
On Safety Committees
We at the Newcastle HG club formed a
safety committee to consider safety issues: students, unfederated pilots,
visitors and unknown pilots, and any other
relevant issues. We agreed that visitors
often locate clubs and their sites by the
club listing. And this is desirable, rather
than finding a photocopy of someone's
out of date site guide. We would like out
of town pilots to be able to easily fmd a
local pilot to show them the sites. This
means we would like to improve our club
listing to include some regular pilots and
safety officers.
Our intention is then to have available a
site listing that will include the precautions and advice for each site. It may be
helpful for other clubs to follow this direction. This list should include a "PG" for
paraglider pilots, or "PHG" for powered
hang gliders in front of the names.
I am happy for you to enter my name for
paragliding pilots to contact when visiting
Newcastle. "PG" Ian Ladyman ph (049)
498946.
A Skysailor Paragliding section? Flicking through the Skysailor for an article on
paragliding is not on most readers minds.
The opposite would normally be true. It
is very easy to flick the few paragliding
articles out of the way. But wouldn't it be
easier for the many hang glider pilots just
to ignore the back few pages? The
paragliding articles, ads, for sales, competitions, and what ever, could be
together nice and tidy, out of the way in
these few back pages.

Ian Ladyman

Dear Marie
There are two points I would like to make.
Firstly I would like to comment on the
article in December's issue by John Hajje
entitled "Freestyle - Just Hanging
Around".
I would like to point out that I am not
against freestyle hang gliding practiced in
a responsible manner by experienced
pilots. What I am against is his main argument for justifying it which is as he put
it "Big Dollars".
The vast bulk of HGFA memberships is
made up of people like myself, recreational pilots. People who fly for the sheer
pleasure of it. Attracting big dollars to
the sport is not a benefit to us. It is a
benefit
to
manufacturers,
schools,
organisers and the
top maybe 10
pilots in the
country. I am not
saying it is wrong
to want to make
money. We all
have to do that
but we should not
subjugate our
marvelous and
unique sport to
the almighty dollar.

If we are going to have a high profile sport,
as much time, energy and money needs to
be spent on site management and
development as on promoting the sport
itself. It is the purist hang glider pilot who
will suffer the most. if our leaders and
organisers succeed in making our sport a
high profile moneyearner, without laying
the proper foundations to cope with the
increased number of pilots such success
would bring.
My second point is this. Recently a friend
and I flew north from Stanwell past Garie
Beach and reached a point close to Wottamalla Beach, about as far as its safely
possible to fly in that direction. Because
of the prevailing conditions we couldn't
make it all the way back and elected to
land on Garie Beach which we both did
safely. As we were packing our gliders,
we were approached by a park ranger
who, although polite, informed us that it
was illegal for us to land anywhere within
the boundaries of the Royal National

Surfmg, golf and
tennis used as examples in the article all have one
major difference
to our sport. As
surfing becomes
popular, there
are more beaches
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Park without a special permit to do so.
This is the fIrst I knew of this. Can HGFA
clarify this. The ranger said it was to do
with insurance, ie their liability if we hurt
ourselves or someone else whilst landing.
As HGFA members we carry such insurance. As the flight north is easy compared to returning, there is always a
possibility of landing at Garie Beach.

2.

Over water a wetsuit or light clothing
and good footwear, life jacket and
helmet.

3.

Beware of takeoffs. Takeoff directly
into the wind; winds that enable the
parachute to be flown without
towing speed are absolute maximum. Any stronger and you have
problems.

4.

I have had problems with students
saying can't we do something when
there is strong winds? Yes you can
go to the pub and stay there (or bed
if you're desperate).

5.

Northerlies. Only once did I have a
problem with a north wind changing
mid-morning, as they do, from a
westerly, or as was the case, easterly.
I never ever bothered to take a
parasail flying in a northerly. Some
days you can get a consistent NE or
NW but even then its always touch
and go for a parachute. And
paragliders are parachutes.

David Middleton, 15228
Dear Marie
I was lucky to be accepted for the World
Paragliding Titles in 1989 at Kossen,
Austria. The other 2 Australian entrants
being Ian Ladyman and Rick Wilson. I
fInished officially 126 of 160 competitors
having never flown a paraglider prior to
immediate practice for the event. My
entry was accepted on the basis of 400
hours instruction, stunt ad commercial
work in parasailing through my group,
The Flying Kangaroos, over an 8 year
period. I had some initial paragliding experience with ascending canopies but I
had not flown a proper paraglider prior
to the event other than 11f2 hours prior
experience.
I treated the paraglider as you would fly a
parachute, having due respect for wind
and conditions and never had any
problems during the competition. I flew
a Comet CX21.
The event has been written of in Skysailor,
however, what concerns me most is that
the basic theme of the competition
showed that unstable weather conditions
caused high performance gliders to collapse. Some argue that so what, well, I
understand that collapse of a canopy
means danger, and a reserve parachute
should be used in deployment. If of
course you are too low in altitude you
don't have this option. It is quite ture that
a high performance canopy 1:aD. be re-inflated, however, why fly in these conditions unless you can handle them?
I flew conservatively at the event and
never had a problem. My 6th flight was
from a mountain, Westerndorf, a good
site of 1900 metres takeoff point. Takeoff
was by static ??; I was held at the front of
my harness, the glider was trimmed and I
was flying. The wind therefore was
around 16 knots. I never had a problem
on my flight which lasted around 45
minutes.
Now let me digress to my personal experience and what I have taught over the
years.
1.

Always wear good protective clothing covering your upper and lower
body; good footwear and a helmet.
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Now back to paragliding. The highest
performance (para)glider is no where in
comparison to the high performance hang
glider. Given pilot equality it is virtually
impossible to outfly a hang glider other
than in light weather conditions. To all
the people that own a paraglider and
think you have discovered something
new. You have not, you own a parachute
that has been designed to glide in certain
conditions and you should have been
taught this accordingly!! You are not out
to beat hang gliders, you are out to enjoy
the capabilities of a super-light flying
machine designed for certain conditions.
If you wish to fly high and fast buy a hang
glider and pay someone to teach you how
to use it.
I hope my message is clear because I
predicted 12 months ago that the accidents would start happening and they
have. Why?
In Victorian I understand there has been
2 broken backs, numerous cuts and
abrasions and broken limbs. Please if you
can't fmd good conditions, don't fly. If
you want to fly that badly, go to Europe,
particularly Austria, where the sites are
magnifIcent and the weather as a rule
provides good flying conditions.
Where is the sport headed? So what's
wrong with our system, if you have passed
the test, answered the questions and then
you crash in too strong a wind?
I went to a school and the instructor asked
that we wear helmets in a 20 knot northerly for safety, but he wore T-shirt and
shorts and so did his pupils. I couldn't
believe teaching to very inexperienced

students in a wind that was impossible to
fly in. I also couldn't believe going to the
Australian Titles and being asked to take
off in cross winds and rotor. I did have a
go and resulted in one damaged knee that
took 2 months to heal. I had a go because
I though I had something to prove. I know
now that I have nothing to prove and I was
foolish to attempt it. We shouldn't have
been there in the fIrst place.
My next bit of foolishness whilst practicingfor the British Open in Vertvier, Switzerland during the "Lucky Strike Open".
I chose a diffIcult landing task - to land on
a target set up for the competition. It was
just beyond a house approximately 15
metres. I made a couple of quick cuts
with the glider to lose height, which I did,
straight into the roof.
Result: 1 broken back, 3 months of pain,
a $5,500 hospital bill and discharge in 1
week with no brace or cast because I
didn't have insurance. I was told ifl could
walk to leave and that's what I did. I will
now fly again prior to Christmas and I am
back in Kossen for about 3 months.
Why did I lose so much height so quickly?
I viewed the windsock as reasonably full
and I felt good lift also. But the angle of
approach caused an optical illusion, the
windsock was hanging limp. At least my
accident didn't happen because the wind
was too strong.
I made a mistake and it only affected me.
When others are making mistakes it may
well affect a lot more people. In 25 hours
of paragliding and 400 hours parasailing,
this is the only serious accident I have ever
been involved with and I have a near perfect record with parasailing and some 500
flights. The only injury was to one of my
students being a broken fInger because of
a poor takeoff.
Please start observing the basic rules:
what glider ratio glider you have, which
cloud is which, although this doesn't mean
a lot if you decide to fly in a 30 knot gale.
Before the media are alerted to the accidents, have a good think before you fly.
I wish all those competing in the Paragliding Nationals well, but please remember
·it is summertime in Australia, with the
hottest month being February. Takeoff in
a nice hot northerly and if you come from
Tassie you won't need a ticket home!
Bill Kernot, Flying Kangaroos, Kossen,
Austria
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The Round Victoria Challenge
All trike pilots are invited to enter the Round Victoria Challenge, an informal competition to be held from 1 February 1991
through to 31 May 1991.

COMP TION
CALE DER

The competition is based loosely on the Hang Gliding Cross
Country League. The format is simple. U you've entered, you
will receive in the mail a list of specified goal descriptions,
questions and airfield locations. All you've got to do is visit as
many of them as possible over any consecutive 2-day period
during the competition 'season' . You may try as many times as
you like or can afford.
Scoring
You must have a camera. The first photo on the film MUST be
the headline on the front page of THE AGE on Day 1. Uyou're
going to buy a paper, it may as well be worth buying!
For each goal point reached, you'll have to have taken a
photograph of it, as well as answering a question (such as "how
many silos are there at the goal point?"). Each point reached
will earn you 100 points. Each point can be scored only once per
attempt. You may visit as many as you like in whatever order
you want.

1991 Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Championships
25th January to 1st February 1991.
Location: The competition will be conducted in the Mt Beauty
area, includingMt Buffalo, Mt Emu, Murmungee, Tawonga Gap
and Gundowring with HQ at Mt Bogong Hotel, Tawonga.
Entries will be limited to 60 maximum. Entry fee $90 (includes
$20 bond). Films will be available at a cost of $5.
Contact Wesley Hill, VHGA Competition Director, PO Box
400, Prahran VIC 3181, Ph Melbourne (03) 8077942, Mt Beauty
(057) 572946 or John Adams, 2 Drummond St, Tawonga Ph
(057) 572945

Stanwell Park Fly-In
26th January 1991- 28th January 1991
Entry fee $15 for non Stanwell Park Club members and $10 for club members

The film and your answers must be posted to me (and accordingly postmarked) on the third day following your attempt.
Certain airfields around the state will be goals of a special type.
Just getting there earns you 100 points. U you land, you will find
(or be given) a directive which will contain either a puzzle or task
which, if solved or completed, will earn another 100 points. The
nature of these tasks will assure that we can verify whether you
achieved them. This is real rallying!
Winning
There will be three classes of winner, outright, outright by class
and handicap. Obviously, the outright winner will be the pilot
with the most points and will probably be the pilot with the
hottest aircraft, if he/she can navigate!
For the purposes of handicapping, I'm going to have to rely on
your honesty. When you enter, you'll be asked to nominate the
type of aircraft you fly and its normal cruising speed. I will be

Craig Docherty, GTR 162, Stan well Park

Please contact Jo or Derrick for more information (042) 942305 AH or (02) 9573025 BH

The New Zealand Paragliding
Competition
Queenstown, 3rd to 10th of February
Entry fee $NZ150 to be sent to Max Air
Parapentes, PO Box 738, Queenstown
For information contact the paragliding shop on
N.z.
(344)27770 or Roger on N.z. (03)4427645. You
can expect goodsites and good competition.

Please note: Entry Fonn and details on tasks and
rules are available from Skysailor or Brian Webb
(057) 551753
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New Phone Number for HGFA
Ian Jarman
(048) 834180 8am - 4pm
Individuals wishing to participate should contact Rick Wilson,
20 Neville Rd Thebarton 5031, (08) 2340516 as soon as possible.

1st Thredbo Paragliding Cup
28th - 31st March 1991
The 1st Thredbo Paragliding Cup will be held between 9
different sites in the Thredbo and Snowy Mountain area with
headquarters being at Para Alpina's office in the Snowy Valley
Motel in East Jindabyne. Accommodation is available at the
motel with tariff ranging from backpacker rates upwards. The
motel has a Bar and Bistro and will have entertainment over
the weekend. As this weekend is Easter, you are advised to
make your accommodation bookings early by phoning (064)
567138 and mention Paragliding.

Gliders at Stanwell Park - p. Dave Bolliger
checking for major discrepancies here, and if two planes the
same enter with different cruising speeds, the HIGHER SPEED
will be used. I'll also check with importers/manufacturers, and
any boasting you may have made in print, so please be honest.
You will be contacted if there's a problem with your nominated
speed prior to the compo
For handicapping purposes, your total score will be divided by
your cruising speed (in kmJhr), and multiplied by 100; effectively
normalising all scores to 100km/hr. You can be assured that the
goals will be nicely spaced to make this normalisation work!
Eligibility
All pilots must hold a current AUF or HGFA pilot certificate.
All pilots must be flying an aircraft currently registered under
CAO 95.10, 95.32 or 95.55.
If you want to use any licenced airports, you will need a Cross
Country endorsement.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club and their sponsors are looking at having a prize fund of close to $1500 for the weekend,
defmitely worth calling in for on your way back from the
Australian Paragliding Titles. The Entry Fee is $30 and all
entries must be received by 28th February 1991. All entrants are
reminded that you must have a Paragliding Recreational Rating
which must be produced before flying.
For further information contact Stuart Andrews on (064) 576190
or PO Box 1, Thredbo Village NSW 2627.

DESIGNED, PRODUCED & SUPPORTED IN AUSTRALIA

Awards and Prizes
Right now, all we can offer is the glory and the chance to see your
name in print. However, I'd like to invite any aspiring sponsors
to give me a call if they'd like to donate a trophy or some goods.
10HQw

How to Enter
To get an entry form send a Stamped, Self Addressed Envelope
to:
"Victorian Cross Country Challenge"
68 Teddington Rd
Hampton Vic 3188
All enquiries to the competition organiser, John Reynoldson on
(03) 5970527 AH

2nd Australian Paragliding Nationals
16th to 24th March 1991 (Note: new dates)
Venue: Bright, NE Victoria
All enquiries phone Brian Webb (057) 551753

International Paragliding Friendly
Tournament, Taiwan
29th March to 9th April 1991
Each country can send one team with 6 members, 1 leader and
1 coach. Prize money will be paid to 10th place.
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The World Freestyle Hang Gliding
Championships
Crescent Head

tacular. Please state if you want to fly your own glider or one of
the sponsors gliders we will have available. Please state your
preference in gliders. Pilots will be advised of their entry by 1st
March 1991.

11-14 April 1991 with 15th to 21st as emergency days

Now the GOOD NEWS.

Competition Format:
1. Freestyle is NOT aerobatics.
2. Freestyle uses a 300ft coastal site.
3. Freestyle is a one on one sudden elimination competition
where the winner progresses to the next round and the loser
drops out.
4. Each pilot has three minutes to display his freestyle ability then
top land on the spot, centre stage.
5. Points are awarded OBJECTIVELY for a number of
manoeuvres and landing time and accuracy.
6. Points are awarded SUBJECTIVELY by a panel of judges for
STYLE, PRECISION, FLOW and HARMONY.
7. Each flight is judged against one other flight only (your
immediate opposition).
8. Each heat is the best of three flights.

Prize money: Approx. $A 20,000 in cash and gliders etc.
Spot landing comp $A 1,000 - this is open to all pilots
We may be able to assist with accommodation at Crescent Head
during the competition.
Entries should be sent to
World Freestyle Masters Competition
PO Crescent Head NSW 2440 Australia
Fax (065) 660546, Ph Joe Scott (065) 650042,660555 Director
1991 World Freestyle Masters

British Comp Dates

Rick Duncan from Newcastle, is the current title holder and will
defend his World Freestyle Masters Crown and the Dan
Raconelli Trophy.

1st British League, 11-14 April, South East Wales
2nd British League, 4-7 May, Mid-Wales
British Ladies' Championship, 25-58 May, Peak District
3rd British League, 14-17 June, Yorkshire Dales
League Final, 4-10 August, Laragne France
Bleriot Cup, 1-7 September, Yorkshire Dales

John Heiney, 1989 Aerobatic World Champion, will be here to
compete as will Bruce Daniel and Danny Scott from Australia,
and Mitch Mcleer 1990 Aerobatic Champion.

Further info from Mike Collis, BHGA, /Cranfield Airfield,
Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OYR Ph (0234) 751344 or Fax (0234)
751181

We will hold eight places open for international pilots to compete and invite application from prospective competitors.
Australian pilots will fill at least 8 places. More places will be
available only if foreign pilots are less than 8 in number. To enter
this competition, Australian pilots need to be nominated by their
club. We are looking for nominations of the best 2 pilots from
each club in Oz.
To enter you must supply written back-up from 2 advanced
pilots, supporting your freestyle flying as being safe and spec-

Stanwell Park - photo by Dave Bolliger

2nd Women's World Hang Gliding
Championship
1st to 14th July 1991 in Kossen/Tyro~ Austria using sites in
Kossen and Walch see. HQ will be Kossen-Grenzlandhalle.
Entry fee is approximately $1100 and covers accommodation
and breakfast from 1st to 14th July, transport to all take off areas,
shuttle service for retrieval and opening ceremony and good-bye
party. Deadline for entry fee is 1st April 1991. Data back
cameras will be used.
For more information interested pilots should contact Marie
Jeffery, Skysailor (066) 281991 or Birgit Svens on (08) 2721337

Golden XC Meet, Columbia Valley
8 July 1991
Contact Peter Luke (604) 4774245 or Mark Tulloch (604)
3861630 for details.

Canadian Nationals
Okanagan Valley - Falkland and Lumby
22-29 July 1991
Contact Peter Luke (604) 4774245 or Mark Tulloch (604)
3861630 for details.

World Paragliding Championships
September 7th - 22nd, 1991
Alpes de Haute-Provence, France
Further details from Paragliding Committee, Convenor Brian
Webb (057) 551753
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I can't remember a time when I was so
locked up with shear fear. I could see the
nose of my hang glider from the back seat
of the Toyota "Troop Carrier" and I felt
like a soldier returning to the front line to
recommence combat. This was BrightRevisited.
The closer we got to Raes' Hill, the more
rigid I became. I was sure that my body
would have fully petrified by the time the
engine stopped. I was equally sure that
my glider would remain totally embalmed
and ftrmly anchored to the roof racks.
There was no way I was going OUT
THERE.
After all, spending two weeks in a
Queensland Island resort basking in the
sun is better than going to physiotherapy
twice a week for three months. And the
cost of the physio would have fmanced
that nice little holiday. Instead of meeting
all those lovely ladies with Kentucky Fried
bodies and bikini lined manicured bottoms, I did meet a lot of busted (not
breasted) cripples at the Sports Medicine
Centre in Prahran - including Terry and
Joanne.
I mean - this place was like a club. The
same faces would turn up every week.
Instead of lines like "Where do you live"
and "What's your number"?, it would be
"How's your leg"? Terry and Joanne
would be there every week (like me).
They would hobble in like old age invalid
pensioners. Terry was 18 and exhibited a
scar from the bottom of his foot to the
middle of his calf. Joanne had a total knee
reconstruction with several ugly scars half
a foot long - she was 16. Joanne had been
attending physio for 3112 years - and was
still a happy person. I concluded that she
was either constantly heavily sedated or
the rest of her family were total losers.
As I got to know these people over the few
months (we rehabilitated together), I discovered the causes of their horrific injuries - and this is serious. Terry had
stood on a one foot high timber box which
collapsed causing him to land on his
ankle. Joanne twisted her knee playing
softball - SOFTBALL! I thought you
could only injure yourself doing serious
sports. Here I had been thinking Terry
had stretched his ankle from an oversecured bungie cord from the Westgate
Bridge and Joanne had injured her knee
in the City to SurfIronman (woman) race.
Suddenly, my relatively puny injury (dislocated elbow) assumed new signiftcance.
I injured myself Hang Gliding. At least
this sounded like a sport or activity which
was capable of extracting an injury.
12 SKYSAILOR January 1991

Eventually my arm regained usability.
The time had come to leave my new
friends, and as I left physio for the last
time I told Terry to "Box on". Joanne told
me to keep out of "arms way".

There were still seemingly many unanswered questions like:
1. Did I really want to risk body and limb
in this quest to fly? (now that I had
recovered).
2. Is flying really fun when you're scared
and scarred?
3. Is the length of a scar equivalent to the
need for frontal lobe castration?
4. Is it possible to really get into lawn
bowls?
But, I thought, I knew I could fly. At least
I was convinced I could while I had been
looking at my glider lying on the floor of
my sunroom for the past four months. It
looked easy enough when I was at home.
I was starting to realise that Brighton was
a long way from Bright. And the closer to
Raes' Hill I got, the further away I wanted
to be. After all, there was nothing wrong
with Brighton. It's a nice safe place full of
nice safe people.
Then suddenly someone said, "We're
here!". All the eager beaver students
rushed to alight. I looked out of my misty
window - Mmm, nice and sunny. I
decided to at least get out of the vehicle yes, that would be safe. I stood in the
training fteld and observed the conditions. It was clear, sunny and no wind at
all. A perfect winters' day. The gliders
were unloaded. I decided it wouldn't hurt
to unzip it. It wouldn't hurt to set it up and
look at it either. It probably wouldn't hurt
to drag it up the hill a little bit.
There was a hive of activity around me.
Gliders being set up by anxious students.
Good vibes, warm sun. There could be
worse ways to spend a Friday, even in
Brighton. We took our gliders 100' up the
hill. It was my intention to practice take
offs and landings. My initial fears had
dissipated somewhat. I was now in challenge mode. I thought back to my Murmungee accident. It should never have
happened. But the fact was that it did
happen. God must have been busy on
another site that day (or maybe he was in
Lebanon). Regardless, I was on Raes'
Hill, I had a new glider on my back; and
the combination of those two ingredients
usually means that a flight is about to
happen.

It was automatic. Once I was airborne it
felt like I had flown only yesterday. I
KNEW I COULD FLY.
My take off was poor but now I had
switched to landing mode. Crickey! On
my feet just like a birdie. I couldn't get the
glider up the hill quick enough. I
wondered if I was the ftrst pilot to run a
glider 400' up the training slope. Five
good take-offs and landings later I was
feeling conftdent. Buckland Ridge, here
I come.
This day was a milestone for me. I had
been freaked out by some shocking landings in my short gliding career. Namely,
when I broke my wrists at Portsea on Cup
Day 1989 and then I dislocated my elbow
at Murmungee on my second flight after
the Cup Day accident (28.01.90). I had
some six months to contemplate my gliding future. I knew that the Portsea stack
was poor piloting, but Murmungee was
bad luck (I hit a breaking thermal on landing). Unfortunately, both accidents were
close together. But there was an important lesson here. Fly in the right condi-

timls..
Bright revisited provided almost perfect
conditions to re-introduce myself to this
sport. I continued flying at Bright Hill
after Buckland Ridge on the return
weekend in similar perfect conditions and
I rebuilt some of my damaged conftdence.
It doesn't matter how much you read,
experience implants a permanent
reminder. Having experienced two landing accidents, I now tend to round out a
little higher than normal to avoid
obstacles (like the ground). More airtime
and experience may rectify this problem.
I am NOT advocating that all lessons be
learnt through mistakes. It is however, a
fact that new pilots do not have a fear of
hang gliding until they have experienced
some adverse conditions - after all, they
have nothing to be scared of. My lessons
have given me a healthy respect for the
sport. I won't be flying in marginal conditions, because I have learnt that it is better
to pack up and go home and come back
tomorrow, RATHER THAN be packed
up and sent home and come back in six
months time (if you're lucky).
George Cross
Alpine Rating

Nice to hear that you are back into the sport,
George. I hope your story may help others
who are or have been in a similar situation.
Marie

GARRY STEVENSON
34 Cambra Road, Belmont,GEELONG, Vic.
Ph 018 351 389, AH/Fax 052 432185
Onshore Paragliders are pleased to announce a range of fully certified paragliders for 1991.
Manufactured by Paracond Corporation and currently being sold in Europe, The U.S.A., and Japan.
The prime concern is safety first and performance second. All paragliders have passed the certification standards of Gutesiegel (Germ./Swit.), PI (Jap.) and Acfpuls(Fr.).
For the complete beginner. Easy to launch and fly. Modest performance with pricing to match, the Jet and
Duck models are a good point to start. More than 2500 sold over the last 3 years, the paraglider has proved
an ideal learning canopy.
For the intermediate pilot. Just as easy to launch and fly as the Jet and Duck but with a glide ratio of 5:l.
The FD/Jaguar is forgiving enough to be used by complete beginners and continue with enough
performance to satisfy intermediate pilots. 3200 sold over the last two years.
For advanced pilots who demand a paraglider to suit all conditions. The Psychic canopy has exceptional
wind penetration and stability in strong gusty conditions. Whether ridge soaring or thermalling, the Psychic
is a very versatile paraglider. 650 sold since 1989.
For the ultimate in performance the Malibu has few peers. A glide ratio of 6.6 on the Malibu 23 ensures
lift on the lightest breeze. It can be ridge soared on as little as 5-8 knts! Accelerator system allows good
penetration in stronger winds. An exceptional thermalling paraglider the Malibu is for the pilot who
demands the best possible performance without sacrificing safety from the latest designs. Available only
this year, 210 Malibu's have been sold already.

Also available in Tandem and Competition Models

PilQtKg

Jet

·':'·"·Duck';;:""'·'
", Duck

50.-70.
· 60-80.
70.-10.0.
50:-75
70.-10.0.

~P9o.
$1975

45-65 ·

'. .:.: .: " $2490

FD 24/J aguar
FD 27/J aguar
Psychic 24
Psychic 27

24*

Malibu 19
Malibu 21
Malibu 23

22.5

60.-80.
50.-75

25.5

65-85

28.5

75-110.

.

27*
24
27

.flili< ..
$20.40
$2245

$2295 ....
$2575
$2925
$2995
$30.45

.,', Gutesiegel .
Gutesiegel
·'·

Gutesieg~L:

.

* Jaguar is also available in polyester (add $100)
* * A Recreational Paragliding Licence Is Required For Any,Purchas~ ,.
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Greater Circle Distance by Len Paton & Julius Makk
How do you measure the distance you fly cross country?
GCD is the distance between 2 points on the earth's surface,
following the curve of the earth. For world and national records
we need a standard method of measurement that best represents
the true distance flown.
GCD may mean an extra km over a 100 km flight. In other types
of aviation GCD is much more significant. A flight 1/4 of the way
around the earth would be 9050 kms straight line but 10,050 kms
GCD, and 1/2 way around would be 12800 kms straight line but
20,100 km GCD.
Measuring from maps is imprecise because:
A sphere can not be accurately projected onto a flat map.
Paper expands and shrinks with humidity.

GCD if we travel in exactly an east/west (at the Equator) or
north/south direction using latitudes or longitudes from our
map.
i.e. GCD = 111.194927 x change, in degrees, of longitude or
latitude
Now how do we calculate GCD if our flight path is diagonal, that
is both latitude and longitude change or, away from the equator
our longitudinal co-ordinates change? Well it would take an
involved mathematical proof but here is the formula:
Degrees of arc = Cos(SinA x SinB x + CosA x CosB x Cose)
where
A = take off latitude in degrees
B = landing latitude in degrees
C = longitudinal difference between take off and landing in
degrees

If the flight starts and fInishes on different maps, these maps
cannot be accurately abutted due to the fIrst reason above,
especially if the maps are not adjoining.

Finally: GCD
CosB xCose)

Reading co-ordinates form a map is still accurate despite all of
the above problems or even if the map were torn in half.

You may have to convert co-ordinates into fractions of a degree:
degrees + minutes/6O + seconds/3600

Concept

Also some calculators and pes use radians instead of degrees.
Radians are another unit of angle measurement.
Radians = degrees/57.2957795

Imagine 2 lines to the earth's centre (lines r in diagram), one
originating form the start point and one from the end point of a
flight path across the earth's surface. The angle between these
2 lines at the earth's centre represents the angle of the flight path
arc on the earth's surface. This flight path arc is the GCD.
Scientists know that the earth's shape is spheroid (elliptical).
The earth bulges at the equator and is flatter at the north and
south poles. This may be due to centrifugal force while spinning
on its axis.
However, the earth's shape for GCD and other navigational
purposes has been accepted as perfectly spherical and each
degree of arc across the earth's surface measured 60 nautical
miles. That is, if you travelled north or south one degree of
latitude OR east or west one degree oflongitude at the Equator,
you travelled 60 nautical miles exactly (109.728 kms). This
means the earth's radius was set at 3438 Nm (6287 kms).

§~~~§~~i;d:.·: .:•
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111.194927 x Cos(SinA x SinB x

+ CosA x

If you wish to use this formula your scientifIc calculator (or
computer) must be correct to at least 9 "significant" figures
because if the value between the brackets changes by 0.0000001
this can alter the distance by as much as a km on very short legs
but is less critical with longer flights. To be accurate to within
0.1 km for a 300 km flight requires a hundred thousandth of a
percent calculating accuracy (.00001%) within the formula,
otherwise you may as well throw the map on the lounge floor and
use mum's dressmaking tape.

GKfATER CIRCLE D,STANCE

I

Just recently the FA! has reset the average earth's radius at 6371
kms. Consequently one degree of arc on the earth's surface is
now 111.194927 kms. So it is simple enough to· calculate the
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The Flash 2a
Looking for a new, legal, two seat trike?
If you are looking for a top of the line
machine, you may wish to consider the
new Flash 2a.

Flash 2a has an intake silencer
and double exhaust muffler
which really cuts engine noise
down to a minimal level.

Ultralight Flying Machines at Sunbury
sells the Flash and other trikes in the
Mainair range of weight shift controlled
aircraft. UFM's search for the perfect
trike took some time. "We eventually settied on the Mainair Flash 2a", said the
CFI, Rod Birrell. "It's certainly not the
cheapest trike available but the quality of
fmish, the efficient flight performance
and the long list of standard features that
other manufacturers include as "pay
more" options convinced us that the Flash
was the was to go. We believe it is the
highest quality trike money can buy."

"In terms of wing design, the
Flash is both efficient and
strong. Both the Flash 1 and
the 2a have passed the stringent
BCAR section "S" structural
testing standard. The Flash 2a
wing has evolved after many
years of development and offers a high speed capability
with docile bottom end speed
characteristics. It's a 76%
double surface, multi battened
wing with lower, intermediate
and upper wing ribs being used.
The 2a wing has a ball tip function which allows a good degree of pilot fme tuning."

The Flash 2a uses an advanced wing
design and the quality and presentation of
the trike unit itself is outstanding. One
pilot has even commented to UFM that
"it's like stepping into a Ferrari after driving a beaten up Mini Moke for years". Of
course seeing is believing and trying the
aircraft with a test flight (only $29) is highly recommended.
The engine start up is assisted by a remote
choke that is located inside the cockpit
just below the seat frame and the ignition
switch is positioned under a safety guard
on the right hand side of the seat frame.
Mr Birrell said, "three things really impressed me on my fIrst Flash 2a flight:
one was the absolute smoothness of the
engine, the 2a's engine mount frame is
vibration isolated both at the top and bottom of the engine. The second feature
was the excellent speed range and smooth
control response of the wing and the third
was the lack of any signifIcant noise! The

According to Ultralight Flying
Machines, the handling of the
Flash 2a is light, but not oversensitive. Speed control is excellent. Slowing the aircraft down to a
below 30 knot is effortless, while speeding
up a 50 knots or 100 kph cruise is just a
matter of a light back pressure on the bar.
The maximum top speed is 143 kph!! U nlike most older trike designs, the Flash
can really be considered an efficient cross
country touring machine.
Fuel efficiency is marvelous; UFM found
with the liquid cooled Rotax 462 engine
option, a fuel economy, one up, of about
7.5 litres per hour can be expected and
about 10 litres per hour two up. These
fIgures are not "invented" by a factory
salesman, they are tried in the fIeld test

fIgures using an untuned "out of the box"
engine.
After UFM's initial flights with the Flash
2a, the aircraft was flown up to the National Ultralight Competitions at
Holbrook NSW. The trip between Melbourne and Holbrook was achieved on
one full tank of fuel without re-fuelling
(one stop was made for a call of nature).
The range of this aircraft is quite amazing
and its capability as a cross country
machine is excellent. The trip to the Nationals was worth it as the Flash beat all
other competitors to win the Ian Hodgson
Memorial trophy for the Grand Champion twin seat trike!
Some of the standard features of the Flash
2a are the suspension system. A patented
"Aerotrack" gas shock strut system that is
fItted to both main wheels with a similar
suspension system fItted to the nose
wheel. Not only does this suspension system give a smooth ride, it also protects the
air frame and wing from long term impact
and fatigue damage. A bonus of the
Aerotrack system is the lack of a wire
braced landing gear. No more grass
catching wires to stop you taking off from
those fIelds with long grass!
The engine is double isolated. It is
mounted both below and above with an
engine vibration protection system. This
system does cost more to produce, however the resulting smooth running engine
really does justify the extra expense. The
Flash also has apditional safety cables to
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the engine mount system as a double back
up.
The fuel tank on a Flash 2a is located
below the engine, an additional long
range fuel tank (24 litres) fits behind the
pilot's seat. The main fuel tank has been
custom moulded into a streamlined shape
with a carry handle in the top. Should the
need arise the tank can be removed (in
less than a minute) to enable the fuel tank
to become an instant jerry can. The fuel
tank even has a lockable fuel cap for additional security.

All the cables on the Flash are fitted with
streamlined aircraft grade end fittings unlike some other brands of trikes that still
use boat ferules. All the stainless steel
cables are coated with a protective plastic
to reduce the chance of damage being
caused to the wing during transportation
with the wing folded.
The front wheel has a drum brake (not a
metal bar that drags on the wheel), which
works extremely well. The nosewheel itself is fully enclosed in a carbon fibre
reinforced cockpit. The advantages of
this feature are not immediately obvious
until you taxi down a wet muddy runway
for the first time. Seeing pilots of other
brands saturated with mud and other
debris after a nosewheel has gone through
a wet patch really justifies the extra effort
the Flash manufacturers have put in to
make this a standard feature. Of course
an added advantage of a fully enclosed
cockpit is that your feet don't freeze every
time you head off on a long cross country
flight.
Other clever features of the Flash 2a are,
the cruise control throttle, the unique
strut braced pilot's seat frame, (to prevent
bending), a safety cable system which
protects the Mono pole "Jesus" bolt, a
safety rod system which goes through the
A frame, a carburettor "anti-ice" heating
system, a mini windshield (which according to UFM works very well), streamlined
tubing on all undercarriage struts, and
wheel pants that really add to the 2a's
classy appearance. The absolutely
beautiful corrosion resistant bright
polished finish of all aluminium tubes (including those in the wing) is also a nice
added bonus.
Information on the Flash 2a, Australia's
first legal two seat trike, can be obtained
from Ultralight Flying Machines at Sunbury Airfield, Melbourne on (03) 7441305
or Fax (03) 4311869.

The Flash2a

Wanted

What's On •••

at least 6 ladies for
Ladies Challenge

Following the World Freestyle
Championships,
John Heiney is keen to conduct the First Australian

Intermediate - Advanced

At the Gillies,
Far North Qld
September 1991
1st prize pair gold nugget earrings
As I am still trying to entice women to
fly in the Cairns area (to no avail)
perhaps I can encourage a few to visit
with a Ladies Challenge.

If I get at least 4-6 nominations I'll be
happy to go further in finding more
great prizes from sponsors.
Following the Ladies Gillies Challenge we can move onto Townsville for
some towing and perhaps sailing.
Then gather at Eungella for the North
Queensland and Queensland Comp in
which I'm sure a ladies contendere
would be supported, with early advice.
"Two Weeks of Flying"

If ladies let me know early enough I'll
be able to follow up more sponsors. I
may even be able to arrange a bus from
Sydney or Adelaide if I get the numbers and interest.
Early notification would be appreciated!

Marj orie Beattie
(070) 553343
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Aerobatic Clinic.
The clinic is open to all pilots, as
John says it's never too early to
learn the limits of your glider.
As one on one teaching is vital,
numbers will be limited. At this
stage, we will be holding 2
clinics, a two-day weekend and
a five-day advanced course.
Cost:
2 day - $270-350 depending on
class size
5 day - $650-700 depending on
class size
Please contact Joe Scott if you
are interested on (065) 650042
weekends, (02) 5690940 week
days
The clinic is designed to teach
what NOT to do rather than
teaching loops!!!
More details in February issue
of Skysailor

Executive Directors Report #2 December 1990
I hope you all had a Merry and safe
Christmas period.

or even little doodles indicative of a
thorough examination.

At the time of writing the NSW State
Titles are drawing near with the Nationals
and Flatlands hot on its heels.The results
are probably now known but I wish all
competitors and organisers safe flying
and good luck with the weather ... One
pilot getting a bit of practice in the Tumut
area in November shouldn't practice any
more .... a hundred mile flight isn't nice
while others are struggling to get cars
down mountain tracks .. Good one Garth.

BE WARNED I WILL NOT ACCEPT
THESE WITHOUT A COVERING
NOTE FROM THE EXAMINER OR
INSTRUCTOR.

Now to the serious stuff.

ARE YOU LEGAL??
As indicated in last months report there
are a lot of unfinancial and therefore illegal fliers out there. CAO 95.8 states that
you must be a member of the HGFA to
legally operate a hang glider, paraglider
or 95.10/95.32 for trikes.

A few pilots have blatantly broken this
regulation at high profUe sites and as a
result placed not only themselves at extreme litigation risk should they be involved in an accident but have placed
those sites in jeopardy. As a result we have
asked CAA to become involved to get
through the thick heads of those who
don't think the rules have teeth. On site
inspections of membership and ratings
cards by CAA inspectors can be expected
this summer (Stanwell was hit in November) ...if a pilot is found to be unfmancial
or not rated for the site then we have
asked that prosecutions proceed.
If you are unsure of the Regulations
phone me on 048 834180 in business hours
only, and I will send you a copy of CAO
95.8.

RATINGS.
It is important that you strive to upgrade

to at least Intermediate standard .... chase
your club to arrange rating theory and
testing nights, get the club SO's to witness
your flights and push for the club to provide skills advancement weekends. You
never know it all .....there is no pilot out
there who has nothing left to learn about
flying and the air in which we operate.

INSTRUCTORS/EXAMINERS.
My desk is regularly covered with rating
forms with big slashes and a single signature in the flight observation collunm ... the
theory is signed off as 100% pass with no
notations, no scores beside each question

It takes a lot of time to do an examination

properly BUT this responsibility goes
with the job ..... YOU CAN NOT
CHARGE MONEY TO DO A TEST. If
you can't fmd the time, arrange a club
night for ratings instead, if noL... quit
instructing.
A completed and signed rating form must
also be submitted for a rating to be issued .... NO RATING FORM ... NO
RATING.
You must be financial to hold a
rating... Short term membership does not
entitle a pilot to a rating or licence.

NOT FINANCIAL ...
NO LICENCE.

regardless of launch method used.

AUDIT
The HGFA Audit was completed at the
end of November and in conjunction with
the board, the treasurer and myself will no
doubt be looking for ways of improving
our efficiency.A summary of that audit
will be published in Skysailor next issue.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Our national team of Moyes, Newland,
Braden, Cooper, Duncan and Blenkinsop
will be off to Brazil early in February.
The ASC has provided assistance of
$10,000 and further $8,000 was applied
for and received under the SPORT
TALENT ENCOURAGEMENT
SCHEME for high performance team efforts.
The Team Assistance Raffle with the
prize of a return fare to Brazil has been
only fairly supported and at this point in
time it remains to be seen whether it will
make much more for the team.

The phone calls and forms relating to
ratings and instructors have given me a
good picture of the way in which the The basic costs for each team member to
general pilot population perceive these represent Australia in Brazil are as folpeoples attitudes to rating testing. Cer- lows .. airfare $2500 entry fee $625, accomtain instructors are gaining a reputation modation $750, vehicle hire $450 TOTAL
as being GOOD FOR A RATING ... that (before eating) is approx $4325 ... .If no
is,it is easier to get than with others.As my manager goes they will have these cost
job is to maintain
standards I will be
paying very close
attention to this in
future ...if I get the
feeling that its all
been a bit too
quick and easy
then I might return
the form asking for
a second examiner
to review.Written
answers are by far
the surest method
IS YOUR ANSWER
of proving your
TO
BIG PROBLEMS!
study of the subject .. these should
be provided to the
Get a handle on your safety.
examiner/instruc
Call or write TODAY for details
tor who can do a
of a plane-saving parachute to
quick cross exsuit your aircraft. Models
available to fit a ll a mateur
amination of the
built aircraft, ultra ligh ts
areas that look
. and ha n g gliders.
deficient.
NOTE: A HG
Novice rating requires six logged
and observed
soaring flights

Avtex P1Y LTD .
Ballistic Recovery Systems Division
Balllna Alrport. Balllna N.S.W. 2478

Ph (066) 867991
Fax (066) 86 5506
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offset by about $3000 ..... 0BVIOUSLY
ANY DONATIONS TO THE TEAM
FUND WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED.

required to make the top 10 of the
Australian ladder.

To provide a manager the team will have
to forfeit approx $700 each to cover
managers costs.As no other sporting team
in the world would consider going to a
World Championship without a manager
this team is also committed to ensuring
they have the best possible chances of
returning the Govts support with medals
and thus want a manager to attend.

Please,if things aren't arriving or if you get
the wrong rating etc. it is no use you walking around the hill winging about that
***** * in the office, phone us up and let
us know so that the problem can be
resolved. We in the office are human, we
make mistakes when things get hectic....let us help you.

Drug testing has already been carried out
on some team pilots and I anticipate the
others will follow soon.

Financial 1553
Unfmancial 736

Sport at this level is serious,if your
wondering why you haven't won a Nationals or a Eungella Comp, maybe the level
of dedication as indicated by the financial
sacrifices these guys make, gives you just
a hint of an idea as to the motivation

SERVICE

November Membership Statistics;
=

possible total 2289

Fin.

Unfin
63

Vic:

97
331

TAS:

16

WA:

136
9
41

116

SNNT:

Registered Paragliding
192
NSW:
640
Registered Powered HG
99
ACT:
33
6/90 to date STMs issued
366
QLD:
289
31
O/S:

323

18

136
10

In conclusion, let me thank all those pilots
who after paying their membership fees
still can give up a beer or two to support
the national team and Dave Allen Assistance Fund (who by the way is making
excellent progress and has been encouraged by his fellow pilots support) ...
we are the cheapest most cost effective
form of aviation at approximately one
schooner per week for HGFA services.
Safe Flying
Executive Director, Ian Jarman.

Australian XC League 1990/91
Ted McCord, Queensland gets this year's League rolling with a personal best flight of just under 130 kms. Meanwhile in
central west NSW the summer has begun since the start of November with very dry conditions. A sea of yellow grass and red
earth to the horizon. The paraglider pilots from the Mt Buffalo area have put in some tentative flights with promise of bigger
and better to come. Another 10 pilots have entered the League but have not yet submitted any flight details.
Hang gliding
Flt2

FlU
Len Paton

NSW

Jenny Ganderton

NSW

Marcus Tobler

Int

Chris McDonald

NSW

Ted McCord

Qld

Peter Bolton

SA

2.12.90
20.8
2.12.90
109.4
5.12.90
54.8
9.9.90
81
6.10.90
53
18.11.90
51.9

D
67
GC
435
D
177
Gc
322
D
171
Gcl
287

5.12.90
39.5
9.12.90
131.4
8.12.90
35.4
27.9.90
39.1
9.10.90
128.7

D
127
GC
523
D
114
Gel
155
D
414

Flt3

Flt4

11.12.90 GC
101.8
405

13.12.90 D
122
393

11.12.90
96.9
3.11.90
28.9

12.12.90 D
52.2
168

Flt5

Total
992
958

Gc
386
Gc
115

845
592
585
207

Paragliding
Bernie O'Reilly

Vic

Michael Gruber

Int

Brian Webb

Vic

Samantha Clarke

Vic

D
11.5
192
30.11.90 D
18.7
312
D
11.5
192
D
7.0
117

Categories
D
G
R
T
c

Open Distance
Nominated Goal
Out & Return
Triangle
Completed Task

1.5

D
192

312
192
117

Hang gliding

Paragliding

3.22pts/Km
3.98 pts/Km
8.59 ptslkm
7.30 pts/Km

16.17 pts/km
28 pts/km
40ptslkm
40
pts/km
Ladder Competition

I

Each flight is recorded in the following format:
date
category
distance
score
To enter please send $5 for rules and XS League kit to:

Len Paton, "Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, FORBES NSW 2871, (068) 537220
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Accident Report
Pilot:
Rating:
Flying:
Date:
Site:
Glider:
Accident:
Injury:
Cause:

Xavier Desdoigts
Novice
55 hours
Friday, 2 November 1990
Stanwell Park
GTR 162 Race (apparently
not damaged)
Hard landing
Broken arm at the elbow
Carelessness and Intermediate disease attack

After a couple of hours waiting, the wind settled for
a light E/NE. The take off was ok and the flight
great, going up to the surf club and back a few times.
After almost 3 hours of flying I felt tired and decided
to go down for landing on the beach.
I have flown many times at Stanwell including a
couple of times in NE conditions. What happened
to my brain then is a bit of a mystery to me. All I
know is I found myself going tail wind on the beach
for a landing. I think I did not even realise it and
tried to slow down the glider (the ground was going
a bit fast!). Of course the only thing I did was stall
the glider and then hit the ground, base bar first. I
swung through the A frame and heard a disconcerting noise from my elbow. It took me another minute
to realise what I had done. Going tailwind for
landing and not even conscious of it.

NSW State Titles
Results
Open
1st
2nd
3rd
= 4th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

Drew Cooper
Steve Moyes
Mark Newland
Ian Jarman
Steve Blenkinsop
Danny Scott
Garry Fimeri
Peter Aitken
MikeZupanc
MickO'Dowd

Women's Placings
1st
2nd

Helen Ross-Smith
Toni Noud

Club Team Winners
Canungra Pub Club, South East
Queensland
New Talent Award
Ian Lobb, Stanwell Park Club

I know it sounds silly and I can only put it down to
being tired, total lack of concentration on what I was
doing and incredihle carelessness I have learnt the
hard way and I am telling you, I can think of a better
one.
Happy landings to all.

6 Good Reasons For Buying An Edge
1.

Manufactured In Australia For Australian Conditions. If you don't think this is a good reason talk to an owner
of some of the imported trikes. We have done in fact we have had to fix a few of the problems.

2.

Factory Back-up. We can flx your trike quick smart, or provide fast spare parts. Don't be left grounded just because
you are waiting for a part to come from the mother country. It happens.

3.

582 Dual Ignition. More power and extra reliability. Don't let a salesman talk you round this one. Don't forget he sells
them, he doesn't build them. There are obvious reasons for wanting a back-up ignition system on an aeroplane, and believe
me, extra power can get you out of a lot more trouble than it can get you into.

4.

Built By Airborne. Airborne have a crew of the most experienced flexwing designers and pilots in the World. Just have
a look at Airbornes range of flexwing products. Visit our factory and check out our quality control manual and procedure.

5.

The Edge Is The Best Two Seater Trike Avail- rrfif*~~lli]
able. Don't take my word for it, compare it to the Flash,
the Q, or Quasar, fly them all. Just don't buy before you try.

6.

Stop Press... By the time this article goes to print Airborne plans to have the data package for the Edge submitted to the CAA for aUditing. This is the flnal step for
certillcation of the Edge to CA095.32.

Quality Doesn't Cost -It Pays
For More Information Contact..

AirBorne Windsports
12/30 Kalaroo rd,
Redhead NSW 2290
Phone 049 499 199
Fax 049 499 395
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Hang Gliding Federation Of Australia - Convention 1990
SPORTS HOUSE, SYDNEY

Minutes

26th, 27th and 28th October, 1990

1)

Meeting opened at 1.30pm, Sat 27th
October
Present:
Rob Woodward, SAHGA, Co-Ordinator
Dave Marsh, OHGA, Secretary
Mark Pike, VHGA, Treasurer
Peter Hansen, NSW HGA, Secretary
Ian Jarman, HGFA NCD
Phil Mathewson, HGFA, President
Paul Mollison, CAC - HGFA Exec
Convenor
Brian Webb, Paragliding Committee
Convenor
Gary Wright, HAWA HGFA Rep
Rohan Grant, THGA President
Greg Wilson, NSWHGA, Observer
Rick Wilson, SAHGA, Observer
Brad Chadwick, WAHGA, President
Paul Geissler, ACTHGA, President
Chris Brandon, PHG Committee
Convenor
Jo McNamara, Stanwell Pk Club,
Observer
Wesley Hill, VHGA Competition
Director
Don Burns, VHGA Observer
Richard Reitzin, NSWHGA, President
Garth A Wimbush, ACTHGA,
Observer/Secretary
Richard Nevins, Sth Old, Oserver
Sue Bell, Sth Old, Observer
Apologies: Dennis Cummings, FAI
Coordinator,
Ian Hird, Safety Coordinator

Stanwell Park - photo by Dave

Minutes of the 1989 HGFA Convention submitted and accepted.
Moved
Sec(I couldn't fmd record of who
moved seconded and voted .. .Ian)
Vote

Reports from members of the Executive

3)

President's report - as tabled
Administrator's report - as tabled
FAI Coordinator's Report - as
tabled
National Coaching Directors
Report - as tabled
Safety Coordinator's Report none presented
Auditor's Report - awaiting completion
1990 Budget - as tabled(and
amended)

Sub-Committe Reports
CAC Report -as tabled
Paragliding Report - as tabled
Powered Hang Gliding Report - as tabled
Certification Committee Report - verbal
report by P Mollison
MOTIONS
0.0 That State Committee Reports, Executive Committee Report and SubCommittee Report be accepted as
tabled.
Moved, VIC; Sec, NSW; Vote
unanimous
0.1 That the convention minutes contain
the motions proposed, details of
how states voted, action items, and a
coordinator for action items.
Moved, VIC; Sec, NSW; Vote
unanimous
0.2 That the convention minutes be
typed up during the meeting and a
copy of these be distributed at the
conclusion of the meeting, along
with any as tabled documents.
Moved, VIC; Sec, WA; Vote
unanimous
ACTION
(Minutes and tabled documents available
at convention. Further copies available
from Office upon request ..phone Ian)
0.3 HGFA administrator for the
preceding year to be present at each
convention and is to give a written
report on the years activities, and be
available for questions as the report
. is tabled.
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Moved, OLD; Sec, ACT; Vote
unanimous
ACTION
(EXEC DIR. to provide via daily diary
and written report)
0.4 That the HFA executive director
presents details of attendance at the
office, his wages book, compulsory
superannuation, his tax records, at
the AGM convention and that
details of these be included in the
AGM minutes.
Moved, VIC; Sec, OLD; Vote, not
carried
1.

REGIONALISATION

1.1.1 That the number of members of
HGFA Inc. be increased to nine by
dividing N.S.W. and Oueensland
into four Regions and admitting
each such region to membership.
MovedNSW; SecOLD; Vote
Carried 5 to 2 (Vic and SA against)
ACTION
NSW and Old to form regional management boards and nominate representatives to HGFA management board.
(R REITZIN/D MARSH/P HANSEN
/WGILL)
1.1.2 That we do not structure the constitution around the premise of instituting regionalisation about our
current membership distribution.
Moved, VIC; Sec; VoteLapsed
1.1.3 That any form of regionalisation be
confmed within any state that feels
that it is necessary for equitable distribution of funds within that state.
Moved, VIC; Sec; VoteLapsed
1.1.4 Further motions concerning reg'n
be postponed until each state has
open and representative bodies.
MovedVlC; Sec; VoteLapsed
1.1.5 The HGFA should continue in its
coordination and administration
role and should not push for direct
control over member by regionalisation and the state associations
should continue to set policy at the
convention.
Moved,VlC; Sec; VoteLapsed
2.

MANAGEMENT

HGFA MANAGEMENT BOARD
2.1 HGFA accepts the Executive
Coimmittee's proposal that AGM
appoint a HGFA Management
Board for 1990-91, made up of one
representative from each State As-

sociation or region, to oversee the
affairs of the Federation between
conventions.
MovedNSW; SecSA; Vote Carried
unanimous
ACTION
Completed at Convention 90.
2.2 HGFA approves the election of the
following members to the 1990-91
HGFA Management BoardTAS
Rohan Grant
ACT
Paul Geissler
SA
Rob Woodward
WA
Gary Wright
VIC
Mark Pike
NTH OLD Warwick Gill
STH OLD David Marsh
NTH NSW Peter Hansen
STH NSW Richard Reitzin
Moved, TAS; Sec, OLD
Votecarried (SA abstained)
2.3 The Management Board meets, at
its earliest convenience to elect the;
President
Vice President
Secretary
and Treasurer
At this point the meeting was adjourned
and the management board elected the
following:
President; Richard Rietzon, Sth NSW,
Vice President; Rohan Grant, Tas,
Secretary; Dave Marsh, Sth Old,
Treasurer; Mark Pike, Vic. .
Moved, NTH OLD; Sec, SA;
Vote carried unanimous
2.4.1 The Executive may appoint committees to formulate policy documents
and initiatives relating to hang gliding, paragliding, and powered hand
gliding operations, covering such
matters as coaching criteria, competitions, finance, funding, and
promotions, printing and publishing, certification, towing, safety and
insurance, use of air space, and our
overall organisational structure as
required.
MovedHGFA Executive; Sec; VoteLapsed
2.4.2 A policy of encouraging voluntary
participation be implemented and
supported by way of not accepting or
ordering paid committee's
subc'tees, national directors, or consultants, excepting expenses not related to wages or profit.
Moved, VIC; Sec; Vote Lapsed
2.5.1 Propose that we have one AGM per
year that sets national policy, and a
planning meeting that can be used to
progress action items from the previous agenda, and prepare motions
for circulation prior to next AGM.

Moved, WA; Sec, VIC; Vote carried
unanimous.
ACTION
DAVE MARSH/ROHAN GRANT to
monitor progress of action on appropriate motions and to prepare agenda
and motions for Planning Meeting in
March 91.
2.5.2 The Board will hold two meetings,
one in March 1991 to monitor and
service the 5 YEAR PLAN, the
other the Annual General Meeting
(or Convention) in October 1991.
Moved, SA; Sec, OLD;
Vote carried unanimous
ACTION
ROB WOODWARD/SA.. To follow-up
all actions relevant to 5 Year Plan and to
ensure appropriate Board Members are
making progress in their Key Results
Areas.

2.6 Motions voted on at the convention
should remain restricted to national
matters.
MovedVIC; Sec; VoteLapsed
2.7 The management board consider as
a matter of urgency reducing the
cost of the management board, planning, and Annual General Meetings.
Moved, VIC; Sec, NSW;
Vote carried (Tas abstained)
ACTION
MARK PIKE/ BRAD CHADWICK
(WA) To investigate alternaives in travel,
accommodation and venue costs, and to
ammalgamate sub-committee meetings
and possible national instructor conference, to avoid duplication of travel and
personnel.
2.8 State funding to be acknowledged as
equitable with the continued system
of distributed of funds on a per

XC League Sponsors 90/91
Paragliding
- Future Wings flying suit (value to $250)
for highest points scoring Triangle flight.
- $250 discount off CXC NOVA high performance canop~
for highest points scoring 0' R flight.
.
/
for winner of WOnlen's
- F.W.
Paraglldlng dlV1Slon.
~. paragliding

s~e~t sh~rt/:-shirt

FUTURE WINGS

"~

- Perpetual Trophy for winner of XC League (P class).

- $100 cash for first Paraglider to fly 100 kls.

Hang Gliding
- $500 discount off new glider for highest points
scoring 11 ight.
- E.N. flying suit lade to leasure (value$245) for
winner of XC League (H6 class)
- E.W. T-shirt for best flight in each category.

Nu rth Cu ast i\viull k s
DelliS Cummll1gs

Len Paton

- 1 pair of '01' Eagle Eyes' flight glasses for each
FAl record entered in the League.
- $50 cash to first pilot to increase XC League 0' R
record by 10% (not national ladder or state title
cOlpetition) •
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member basis to states.
MovedVIC; Sec; Vote Lapsed
2.9 That the HGFA implement a stand-

ardised national fmancial accounting and operating set of guidlines for
this and subsequent years fmancial
records.
Moved, VIC; Sec, WA;
Vote carried uncpllmous
ACTION
MARK PIKE. In consultation with accountants/auditors to develop appropriate system ......Lotus suggested by
accountants.
3.

FIVE YEAR DEVELOPMENT
PLAN
(State representatives will be called
upon to present their progress
reports for 1989-90).

3.1 HGFA adopts the current HGFA
Development Plan (prepared by
Paul Mollinson and Phil Mathewson) as the basis for its activities in
1990-91 and subsequent years subject to discussion and review.
Moved, OLD; Sec, WA;
Votecarried unanimous
ACTION
ROB WOODWARD/SA .. to monitor
progress on Plan projects.
3.2 The Model Rules of HGFA Inc. incorporate the aims and objectives of
Section 1.3 of HGFA Development
Plan.
Moved, TAS; Sec, NSW;
Vote carried unanimous
ACTION
WARWICK GILL/DAVE MARSH. ..to
ensure that we are moving to achieve
these aims and objectives in
demonstratable actions and programmes.

3.3 HGFA accepts the program set out
at Chapter 4.1 of the HGFA
Development Plan for 1990-91, and
allocates the following responsibilities to indivdual states/Regions
- Motion Lapsed and was referred
to first meeting of board.

ACTION
GARY WRIGHT/WA. ...... board members to ensure that a regional
safety/training person (Regional Examiner) is appointed to effect communication in these areas. Ex Dir to be
given this person contact details.

(At the innaugral metting of the new
HGFA Management Board and with reference to Motions 2.2 and 2.3 above the
State/Regions were allocated responsibilities under the 5 Year Plan KEY
RESULTS AREAS.)

4.2 HGFA agrees that the Schools sys-

STATE / REGION COORDINATOR
ACTIONS
W.A.
SAFETY/TRAINING
/COACHING .. Gary Wright. To work
with NCD where appropriate.
S.A. - 5 YEAR PLAN Rob Woodward
To ensure action as planned is proceeding.
Vic. -FINANCE. Mark Pike - To
manage HGFA finances according to
conventionbudget and as per 5 Year Plan
Tas. -MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION, Rohan Grant. To coordinate management board functions
and ensure action on minutes by appropriate officers.
ACT -REGULATION, Paul Geissler.
CAA Liaison, NAPAC,RAPAC and to
co-ordinate with Dennis Cummings
where appropriate.
NTHOLD - IMAGE, Warwick Gill
Maintain membership interest and
growth. Increase public, govt , business
and media awareness.
STH OLD -COMMUNICATIONS,
David Marsh. Maintain effective two way
communication between federation and
members,
CAA,
ASAC
and
State/Regions and Clubs .....Skysailor.
NTH NSW SUB COMMITTEES,
Peter Hansen. To co-ordinate the activities programmes and funding to from
the various sub-committees, with attention to 5 Year Plan objectives.
STH NSW -PRESIDENT, Richard Reitzin. To assist the president in the many
and varied functions of that office.
4

COACHING

4.0 HGFA adopts each of the proposals
listed in the NCD's Report distributed to State Associations in July
1990, namely:
4.1 All States/Regions inform NCD of
any special requirements or
programmes concerning instructors
so that effective communication and
consultation and full support is
forthcoming.
Moved, NSW; Sec, TAS;
Vote carried unanimous
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tem be introduced as part of the
training/safety package as presented
in the NCD Annual Report.
Moved, NSW; Sec; VoteLapsed (to
be referred to management committee)
ACTION
Ex Dir and GARY WRIGHT/WA. ...
upon approval of Level 2 programme by
ACC.
4.3 HGFA approves in principle that
the NCD be a paid employee of the
HGFA given appropriate funding by
theASC.
Moved, NSW; Sec, WA;
Vote carried (VIC against)
ACTION
EX DIR to pursue suitable grants fropm
ASC.
4.4

HGFA adopts the Pilot Development Structure detailed in the
Report as the framework for
developing our safety/training system.
Moved; Sec; Vote Lapsed (to be
referred to management board)

4.5 That the structures as displayed in
the PDS be adopted whether
Regionalisation is introduced or not.
Moved; Sec; Vote Lapsed
4.6 HGFA will initiate a National
Instructor's Conference on ''Towing
Techniques and Instruction" for
paragliding and hang gliding to be
held in 1991.
Moved, VIC; Sec, OLD; Vote
carried unanimous
ACTION
EX DIR to organise posibly in conjunction with Planning Meeting.
4.7 Each State/Region should appoint a
Regional Examiner from its Senior
(Level 1) Instructors to run
refresher seminars for all Examiners
in their Region, ASAP.
Moved, VIC; Sec, OLD; Vote
carried (Tas abstained)
ACTION
GARY WRIGHT to follow up State and
regions. See 4.1 above.
4.8 The NCD/HGFA Executive,
Secretary of nominee should continue to preside over the Paragliding

Committee.
Moved Lapsed; Sec; Vote
4.9 Each State/Region should nominate
a Paragliding & PHG Liaison Officer to maintain contact with the
HGFA Paragliding Committee.
Moved, NSW; Sec, OLD;
Vote Unanimous carried
ACTION
BRIAN WEBB/PETER HANSEN follow up to ensure each region has done this
and notified Paragliding Sub-committee.
4.10 HGFA
agrees
that
the
manager/coach of the HGFA teams
travelling abroad should suffer no
financial hardship through loss of
wages or payment of teams expenses.
Move, NSW; Sec, WA; Vote Not
carried
4.11 HGFA recommends the Comps
Committee appoint a Promotions
Officer to generate revenue from
grants, sponsorship and other
potential sources for competitions
and HGFA in general.
Moved Lapsed; Sec; Vote
5.

COMPETITIONS

HGFA endorses the
Executive's decisions:-

following

5.1 HANG GLIDING
5.5.1 The Hang Gliding Nationals
This year's Nationals to be held at
Mt Buffalo from 27th Dec to 5th Jan
1991 (with Jan 6th as an emergency
day) with Steve Ruffels as Director.
MovedOLD; SecNSW;
VoteCarried unanimous
ACTION
Competitions Committee/PETER HANSEN to ensure organisation is
progressing to schedule.
5.1.2 The Flatlands
The International Flatlands Competition this year is to be held from
9th to 18th January 1991 with Jenny
Ganderton as Director.
Moved, NSW; Sec, ACT;
Vote Carried Unanimous
ACTION
Competitions Committee and PETER
HANSEN
5.1.3 The Worlds, Brazil, 21st Feb - 8th
March 1991
The competitions Committee, will
select and prepare a team to compete in the 1991 Worlds Hang Gliding Compeition in Brazil in February
!March.
Moved, OLD; Sec, NSW;
Vote Carried Unanimous

ACTION
Team selected 7/11/90 by phone consultation of selection panel.
(Moyes, Newland, Braden, Cooper,
Duncan, Blenkinsop)
5.1.4 Ian Jarman is hereby appointed
Manager/Coach of the Team, and
that the relevant ASC Grant is to be
allocated to help met the Team's expenses.
Moved, WA; Sec, OLD;
VoteLapses

p-------.
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HANDHELD RADIOS

-.J,"V'"" IC-40G

believe it's the worlds most
"""-''''-advanced UHF handheld radio,
powerful 5 watts output, clear digital liquid
5.2.1 Paragliding Nationals
crystal display, full programmable scan faThe 1991 paragliding Nationals will
Cility, easy in flight frequency change and
be held from 16th to 24th March
factory backed 12 months guarantee.

5.2

PARAGLIDING

1991 in the Bright area, with Brian
Webb as Director.
Moved, Vic; Sec, NSW;
VoteCarried Unanimous

ACTION
BRIAN WEBB/Comps Committee.
5.2.2 Paragliding World Championships,
France,Sep.1991
The competitions committee, will
select and prepare a team, to compete in France in 1991. . ASC funds
are to be sought and used to help
meet expenses of the team.
Moved, NSW; Sec, Tas;
Vote Carried Unanimous
ACTION
COMPS
COMMITTEE/Brian
Webb/Peter Hansen
5.3 WOMEN'S HANG GLIDING
5.3.1 Women's Hang Gliding Nationals
A Women's National Competition
will be held in 1990/91 season at a
time and a placeto be determined,and unedr a director to be
named by the executive.
Moved,Vic; Sec, NSW;
Vote Carried Unanimous
ACTION
COMPS COMMITIEE/PETER HANSEN
5.3.2 Hang Gliding Internationals,
Austria, July 1991
A HGFA Women's team will be
chosen and prepared by the Competitions Committee to compete at
the 1991 Women's Internationals at
Kossen.
Moved, NSW; Sec, Old;
Vote Carried, unanimous
ACTION
Comps Committee/Peter Hansen.

"The ICOM is our choice, strong,
easy to use and very reliable"
Chris Boyce
Aerial Techniques
Stanwell Park
"Our factory pilots use the ICOM
IC40 G, it's a great little high
tech, high performance radio'
Brian Hayhow
Enterprise Wings
Helensburg
OUR PRICE ONLY $595.00

Limited offer.....buy two and we will include a ~ emergency battery pack!
Post & insurance $ 15
ICOM A-20 AIRBAND RADIO
Post & insurance $15

$750.00

ICOM HS51 HEADSET
Unique, foldable lightweight headset, fits
all ICOM radios. Inline multifunction "push
to talk" switch standard . VOX and "push
on stay on" pilot choice options included.
ONLY $99 post free, with radio order, cr
$105 plus $5 postage for separate order.
EMERGENCY BATTERY PACK
Takes 6 AA standard size batteries. Slide
off the Ni-Cad and slide on the emergency pack for instant back up power.
NOW ONLY $29.00
CIGARETTE LIGHTER CHARGER
WITH FILTER
. Recharge your radio in the car or use it
while mobile without reducing the charge.
GOOD VALUE $35
MICRO SPEAKERIMICROPHONE $ 65
CAR WINDOW MOUNT BRACKET $ 22
"DROP IN" 1 hr FAST CHARGER $190

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869

5.4 COMPETITION FEES
5.4.1.HGFA agrees to allocate one dollar,
per member, per year from the
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membership fees to establish a Competition Fund.
Moved, Old; Sec, NSW; Vote For
ACT,Tas, SA,NSW , Old, Carried;
Against Vic, WA
ACTION
Comps CommitteelMark Pike
5.4.1.E>uring the first year, part of this
money should be used to create two
permanent trophies . one for the
reigning National Hang Gliding
Champion and the other for the
reigning National Paragliding
Champion.
Moved, NSW; Sec, WA; For, NSW
Against ACT, Tas, SA, WA Not
carried Abstained, Vic, Old
5.4.2 From 1st April 1991 those competions that wish to be included on the
National ladder will be required to
pay a sanction fee of $5 for each
competitor.
Moved, NSW; Sec, Tas; For ACT,
Tas, NSW; AgainstVic, SA, WA;
Abstained, Old; Motion not carried,
5.4.3 HGFA agrees that a HGFA life
Membership scheme be adopted to
give the competitions Fund a copital
base from which interest would be
used to assist our National Team in
competitions abroad. AHGFALife
Membership would be available on
the payment of 20 years current
membership fees (ie $2,(00).
Moved, NSW; Sec, None; VoteLapses

6.

OPERATIONS MANUALS

HGFA approves the preparation,
publishing and distribution of the following manuals once they have been accepted by the appropriate sub-commitee
and the Board.
l.The new Hang Gliding Operations
Manual
2.The Powered Hang Gliding Operations
Manual
3.The Paragliding Operations Manual
4.The Competitions Manual
Moved, Vic; Sec, Old; For Unanimous
carried
ACTION
Appropriate sub-committees co-ordinated by Peter Hansen and DA VE
MARSH (and followed up by Rob Woodward where such manuals are scheduled
in 5 year plan,)
7.

7.1 Skysailor should continue to be published with a minimum of 12 issues a
year.
Moved, Vic; Sec, Old; For Unanimous carried
ACTION
EDITOR AND DAVE MARSH
7.2 The editor should retain editorial
and fmandal independence of the
magazine subject to the Management Board's guidelines and review.
Moved, Vic; Sec, Tas; For Unanimous carried

7.3 The editor should attempt to include
reports from the Borad or the Executive Officer affecting the Membership or the administration of the
Federation - such reports to be submitted on disk, were possible.
Moved Lapsed; Sec
7.4 The Executive officer will continue
to fund the cost of publishing the
magazine on a monthly basis from
funds allocated in the budget.
Moved Lapsed; Sec
7.5 That Skysailor budget remain at
89/90 figure of $45,000 .
Moved, Old; Sec, Vic
Vote Carried unanimous
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ACTION
ROHAN GRANT AND MARK PIKE
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1990:: Victoria~"'Closed
Bang 'qJiding 'Champinsbip

Moved, SA; Sec, Vic
ForVic, NSW, Old, Tas, ACT, WA,
carried; Against, SA
ACTION
MARK PIKE and DAVE MARSH to
amend guidelines.
7.5.1.1 Back dated to July 1990. (Linked
to 7.5.1)
Moved, Old; Sec, Tas; For Old,
Tas, NSW, SACarried; Against,
ACT; AbstainedVic, WA
ACTION
MARK PIKE
7.7 The 1989-90 budget surplus of
$9,400 be used for future colour
covers or for a 1991 hang gliding
(including para and trike) calendar
to sell to members.
MovedLapses;Sec
7.8 Advertising of aircraft - see under
Certillcation in item 8.3.2 below.
MovedLapses
7.9 TheAGM commends Marie Jeffery
for work with Sky Sailor and ask her
to continue in the role as editor until
the next AGM.
Moved, Old; Sec, Tas; For Unanimous
ACTION
DAVE MARSH

ACTION
MARK PIKE and Editor to monitor.

8.4 GENERAL BUSINESS

7.5.1 The editors fee be increased from
$600 to $800 per issue subject to the
editorial guidelines being amended
to include responsibility for the publication of Skysailor.
.

8.1 Constitution Review Committee
HGFA endorses the Executive
Committee's appointment of
Richard Reitzin as Convenor of a
Constitutional Review sub-committee to examine the Model Rules and

to recommend to the Board what
amendments might be made to them
to meet our current requirements.
Moved, SA; Sec, Vic; For Unanimous
ACTION
RICHARD REITZIN
8.2 Office Equipment
HGFA approves the provision of
funds for a copying machine, a fax
machine, and a dedicated telephone
line for the HGFA office, subject to
Management Board. approval of
any expenditure.
Moved, Old; Sec, Vic; ForUnanimous
ACTION
MARK PIKE and Exec. DIrector.
8.3.1 Certification
HGFA agrees that the current
Australian Certification Standard
for foot launched Hang Gliders be
fully implemented by 1 May 1991.
Moved, NSW; Sec, Old; ForUnanimous
ACTION
Certification committee ... PETER HANSEN
8.3.2 Skysailor continues to publish advertisements for all hang gliders,
paragliders, and powered hang

gliders BUT such advertisemnets
MUST clearly state their certification status. (ie Certified or Not
Certified)
Moved, WA; Sec, Vic; For carried
unarumous
ACTION
Skysailor E~itor/Dave Marsh
8.4 HGFA Id card
HGFA to replace the current
HGFA identity card with a record of
pilot qualifications before the end of
the fmancial year.
Moved, NSW; Sec, Old; ForUnanimous
ACTION
CHRIS BRANDON

8.6 HGFA approves the Executive
Commitee's budget for the 1990/91
financial year subject to the inclusion of an additinal line item to
the sum of $1600 to the competition
fund.
Moved, Old; Sec, Vic; For Unanimous
ACTION
MARK PIKE

l'

9.2.3 Any proposed major equipment
purchases to be published and any
executive interests disclosed
Lapsed

9.2.5 Existing A and B grade competitions
be maintained.
Lapsed
9.3 The HGFA terminate it's use of the
existing Apple equipment and purchase IBM PC compatible equipment, subject to the approval of the
Management Board.
MovedOld; SecVic; ForUnanimous

9.4 The HGFA recognises the contribution by Steve Hocking to the sport of

Aircotel Service and Distribution

AIR COTEC
\

9.2.2 Postal voting for regional/state and
national elections whether
regionalisation accepted or not.
Lapsed

ACTION
MARK PIKE and Exec Director.

SPECIAL BUSINESS

9.1

9.2.1 Full audited figures to be published
in skysailor not just budget.
Lapsed

9.2.4 (See Motion 7.9)

8.S Lapsed

9

Two dimensional rating system .Discussion deferred. Management
Board to look into . Action to be
taken byWA.
Lapsed

Aircotec AG
Ebenaustrasse 10
P. O. Box 56
CH -604B Horw

Telephone 041 - 485887

Fax 041 - 48 70 78

Australia + New Zealand
Air Evasion
497 Burwood rd
Hawthorn 3122 Vic l Australia
Ph 103)819 2567 or 103)818 00 10
Fax 103)819 9284
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hang gliding. The Management
Board shall determine the form that
this recognition shall take.
Moved, Old; Sec, Vic;
ForUnanimous
ACTION
ROHAN GRANT/RICHARD REITZIN
9.5

Powered Hang Gliding
The Trike committee report as
tabled was received and information
noted.
Moved, NSW ; Sec, VIC;
For carried Unanimous

in conjunction with the CAA, approval of Trike Training Facilities
throughout Australia as applicable.
Moved, NSW; Sec, ACT; For Unanimous carried
ACTION
Tike Committee
9.5.3 That the Trike committee fmalise a
suitable Accidentllncident Report
Form for the HGFA.
Moved, SA; Sec, WA;
For Carried unanimous
ACTION
Trike Committee

Management Board.
Moved, Old; Sec, Vic;
For Unanimous
ACTION
ROHAN GRANT
9.8.1 The membership fees for 1991/92
shall remain at the 1990/91 level.
Moved, Vic; Sec, Old; For WA, Old,
Vic, SA, ACT, NSW
carried;
Against, Tas
ACTION
MARK PIKE
9.8.2 The amount to invest in 1991/92 will
be $15.00 per member.
Moved, Old; Sec, Vic; For WA, Old,
Vic, SA, ACT, NSW; AbstainedTas

9.5.1 The Trike committee proceed with
the implementation of the Pilot
Oualification Log as amended and
accepted at Convention 90.
Moved, NSW; Sec, VIC;
ForUnanimous carried

9.6

ACTION
Trike Committee.

ACTION
MARK PIKE and sub-committees

There being no further business ......
Management board to convene immediately for further planning.

9.5.2 That the Trike committee be
granted full authority to implement

9.7 The Terms of Reference of each
sub-committee be reviewed by the

Meeting closed approx 2.30pm.Sunday
28tn Oct.1990.

Funds be provided within the budget
to allow the convenors of sub-committees to attend the AGM, and
Planning meetings as required.
Moved, Old; Sec, Vic;
ForUnanimous

New Products

The World's Getting
Smaller!!
The January 1990 General Section of the
Sporting Code of the FAI now uses
Radius of Earth = 6,371.0 km (the old
figure = 6,378.245 km).
I don't know why, but its been done. The
effect is that any flight between 2 points
will calculate out as being slightly
SHORTER (about 0.11%).
For those of you who use the "Great
Circle" calculation sheet in the FAI pack.age, please make sure that the last multiplier is reduced from 1.8553545 to
1.8532488.
Note:
Earth's circumference = 2pR
= 2 x 3.14159 x 6371.0 km
= 40,030.174 km
10 of latitude

= 111.19493 km
= 1.8532488 km (by defmi-

l' of latitude
tion/ this is one Nautical Mile).

The BLITZ
Here it is at l~st, a high performance glider by Airborne Windsports. It was only a
matter of time after the release of their successful recreational glider the Sting.
The Blitz has the same attributes as the Sting as far as fmish goes. The hardware is top
class with rubber backed faired uprights excellent for take-offs. They can also be
changed without removing flying wires an operation that only takes a few minutes.
Ouick clips are used for nose wires and pull back tensioner, a pip pin is used to attach
the control bar knuckle. Set up takes only 7 minutes. There are no intermediate battens
on the Blitz, the frame and the sail have been matched so that the leading edge holds
.
its shape at all speeds.
The VG is very easy to use with a 12-1 pulley system, the pulleys are all set up in the
nose of the glider making maintenance very easy. The compensator has been cleverly
designed so it never needs to be disconnected. This means you can lay the glider flat
by just unclipping the nose wires.
So how does it handle in the air?
The Blitz has superb handling characteristics. It is stable in turbulence and smooth and
predictable in pitch. Unlike later design gliders with extra anhedral it stays in a turn
with minimum pilot input and it lands nicely holding the nose up easily.
The Blitz has no vices and is very user friendly.

1" = 30.887 metres

SPECIFICATIONS ..

Safe Circles,
Denis Cummings
F AI Co-Ordinator

Sail Area
14.3 m
Wing Span
10.06 m
Aspect Ratio 7.21

Note: FAI Badge and Records Info
Sheet available for $10.00 from:
Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
BYRON BAY NSW 2481
Ph (066) 856287
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ACTION
MARK PIKE

151sq ft
33 sq ft

Airborne will by now have completed their test rig. They hope to have the Blitz and
the Sting certified to the Australian Standard early this year.
For more information contact Airborne Windsports 12/30 Kalaroo rd, Redhead, NSW
2290. Phone 049 499199.

South East Queensland Hang Gliding Titles
We have just completed our 1st Regional compo The most
successful held in the Beechmont-Tamborine area. Six rounds
were held over 3 weekends. Although no all days were of 1000
point value, it certainly proved to be consistent enough to fmd
an A and B Grade champion in our local area. It also proved
that this year at least is a good time to run this compo
Day 1. 1000 point day. Round at Beechmont after a late start at
Tambo; you guessed it, the sea breeze resulted in a set up and
pack up, and drive to Beechmont before we got down to it. From
Beechmont there was a race south down the Numinbah Valley
to turn point 1, back to an intersection in front of launch, to the
prison farm entrance then back to the bottom bombout below
launch. Ten pilots made goal. Jon Durant won the day after
Peter Aiken's photo of the wrong turnpoint was disallowed.
Day 2. 1000 point day, Mt Tamborine launch. 1st turn point at
the north tower, 2nd at Kerry to the south west then the water
tower at Beaudesert with goal at the bottom bombout. Mark
Newland won the day along with Drew Cooper, Geoff Tulloch,
Steve Moyes and Peter Aiken close behind. Phil Pritchard was
100 metres short.
Day 3. 1000 point day, Mt Tamborine launch. 1st turnpoint
Lahey's Lookout to the south, 2nd turnpoint was takeoff with 3rd
turnpoint SW of launch approximately 8 kms and then back to
bottom bomb out. Noone made goal mainly due to a massive
headwind to the 3rd turnpoint. Dave Staver won this round.

Goal, landing paddock at base of Mt Tamborine - p
Ric Caster
Day 6. Beechmont launch with the same Boonah goal as the
previous day. Phil needed to make goal to win the title. 4 pilots
made goal with Mark Newland winning the day.
Final Placings
A Grade Champion

Phil Pritchard

Day 4. Mt. 719 point day, Tamborine launch. 1st turnpoint
Kerry intersection, 2nd turnpoint Beaudesert water tower and
then goal at the Tamborine training hill. Phil Pritchard landed
short of goal with Dave Staver a close 2nd.
Day 5. 442 point day, Beechmont launch. Straight line to an
intersection north east of Boonah. This was the worst round of
the comp with a minimum number of pilots getting away. Glen
MacLeod made goal.

Is that really a 'chute in there? - p. Ric Caster
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2nd
3rd&B Grade
4th
5th & most improved

Peter Aitken
Ion Durandt
Mark Newland
GrahamKohr

Sports person of the meet went to Kaz.
All in all, it turned out a very successfull compo With a lot of low
airtime pilots gaining some of t,h eir longest distances and valuable knowledge of their local area. I would like to thank Drew
Cooper and Steve Moyes for coming up from Sydney for the first
weekend.
Hopefully next year this comp will have the sponsorship it deserves, with enough to attract top pilots from around the country.
We certainly are a strong regaion and with pilots like Mark
Newland living in the area, our standard will continue to improve.
I would like to thank all the local community of Canungra for
sponsorship, especially the Canungra Pub for our headquarters
and ten cartons and wine etc. Good on ya, Davo for knowing the
locals. Last of all and most important thanks to our officials, Ian
Hird, Ric Caster, Rowan Hilder, Wayne Potocky and anyone
who helped out in this area. Thanks guys, you do run a great
comp, even if it did nearly cost Ric his bike! By the way, that
wasn't the reason Mort came 4th!
Any locals who didn't go in it, maybe next year; you might
surprise yourself.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Phil Pritchard
Peter Aitken
Jon Durandt
Mark Newland
Graham Kohr
Hiro
Stephen Brocldesby
Dave Staver
Vern Middleton
Richard Nevins
Glen MacLeod
Geoff Tulloch
Tony Gaimrnichele
Speedy Gonsalves
Steve Evans
Stephen Moyes
Drew Cooper
Laurie Fineran
Peter Damm
Bruce Carera

Decisions decisions, Rosins Lookout Beechmont - p
Ric Caster

Mt Cole
Challenge
Trophy
The Mt Cole trophy represents a real
challenge for world class pilots eager
to win this valuable prize of bronze.
The Beaufort community invites all eligible
pilots to ;have a crack' at winning this
coveted award. Come to Raglan and
see if you have what it takes!
DATE: March 10-16 (Labor Day W/end)
LOCATION: Mt. Cole/Raglan
RATING Novice with Alpine endorsement (min.)
ENTRY FEE: $60 ($20 bond inc.)
H.Q. Raglan Hall
FACILITIES:
Camping (Raglan Rec. Reserve, Beaufort Park Lake)
$1 per head per night, Power available for recharging
etc. Breakfast, hot food, drinks etc. available at HQ.

Competition details:
The Mt Cole Challenge Trophy is the highlight of the new
annual Mt Cole Hang-gliding Championships held
near Beaufort, Victoria.
This event-a race around the FIA Triangle
will be incorporated into the Championships.
Completion of the course to beat the fastest time,
(in compliance with FIA rules) wins the
Mt Cole Challenge Trophy.
To Amphitheatre
The Championships will attract
To Elmhurst
National Ladder Points
and will be sponsored
MtT~ole
by the Beaufort
Business community.
For competition details
contact VHGA Inc. Compo
PO BOX 400, Prahran, 3181
PH:
Other enquiries
to Ripon Shire Sec.
Ph: 492000
Motel
&

To Ararat
)I-

Western
l-f/way

~e~boallarat

Camping
To Skipton
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Flight Testing Paragliders At Mt Elephant
by Garry Stevenson
another round of trading faxes I was
eventually confident that the
manufacturer wasn't just guessing
when it came to design. The
paragliders were all certified with
German or Swiss Gutesiegel, the
French Acfpuls or the Japanese PI
rating or the combination of all three.
This at least meant that they had all
undergone testing before we had to
put some distance between ourselves
and the ground. Finally here they
were, after running the gauntlet of
Customs and Shipping agents we had
four brand new paragliders and we
were busting to get them in the sky.

nature took the "JAGUAR" which was
rated as beginner/intermediate with 5:1
glide ratio. Rather than attempt to soar on
his first flight he flew straight o~t and did
a nice round 360 initiating the turn with
the rear risers then several S's to the bottom. After picking Wade up from the bottom it was finally my turn. I grabbed the
Jaguar and took two steps forward.
Its funny how some things become reflex
action. I had no intention of doing anything different to Wade's flight to merely
get some feeling for the paraglider.
Without any conscious effort I found
myself flying along the ridge in nice comfortable lift. Mmmm I thought, quite
pleasant. After about 20 minutes or so I
looked down at Wades bored expression
and thought we had better get on with the
"official" test program. Wade next
selected the "PSYCHIC" which was
described as "advanced". This time hf<
flew out and turned along the ridge maintaining about 50 feet above the ridge with
regular beats back and forth. Now it was
my turn to build the bored expression.
Where I had been working to stay up
Wade was doing it easily. There was one
more paraglider to test, the "Top Pilot"
rated "MALIBU" which I had been getting blown around in over the preceding
weeks. Wade strapped in and was off.
Rather than flying straight out the
"MALIBU" wanted air and started ascending. Wades first reaction was a "F... "
and to lift his hands from min sink. His
next reaction was a slightly drawn out
"Faarck" as he continued ascending. This
was followed by an increase in volume and
length of a "F... " as he continued to rise
with his hands pointed skywards. He
wasn't being blown back just flying

The problem we were facing now was
the Victorian winter along the West
coast. This was a year of record snowfalls in the mountains and weather that
was closely related down the coast.
After weeks of howling westerly winds
the forecast was for morning fog
patches with sunshine and light variable winds. The weather hadn't always
stopped us from flying but it had made
L---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _------' conditions very unpleasant. The wind
The exercise of importing was a was predicted to tend Westerly and as ow
nightmare of bureaucracy, overseas usual locations between Torquay and
phone calls and faxes. After harassing a Apollo Bay worked on Southerlies we
German speaking friend to translate faxes
decided Mt Elephant would be the spot.
and call the manufacturer we had telexed All the paragliders were rated for difa draft over to a friend teaching skiing in ferent levels varying from "Intermediate",
Austria to organize the shipment of "Advanced", to "Top Pilot". We had flown
paragliders. He had been flying over there two of the paragliders already but the
throughout the northern winter and had
conditions were so gusty it wasn't possible
convinced us that these paragliders were to get an real idea of their performance.
THE ones to get. Naturally when the draft
arrived the efficient German banking sys- After organizing the key we found ourseltem had deducted its toll of $580, so extra ves at the top. The wind was light and
dollars needed to be sent. What had steady at 8 to 10 knots. Perfect! Wade
started in early March was now approach- went first and related to his conservative
ing the end of the European winter. The
Stuart Andrews ski launching from
fmal delay came at the Austrian/German
border were the paraglider agent was
refused entry by customs. He could not
convince customs that the van full of
paragliders was destined for Australia
and not Austria. That was the end of the
story, my friend had to leave and the
paragliders had to stay. All I had left after
the exercise was a swag of faxes about half
an inch thick to every known country
manufacturing paragliders and a
telephone bill that looked like a telephone
number. It should have been enough to
deter me but it seemed like a total waste
of effort not to follow through. This involved appointing an overseas import/export agent and starting again. A
paraglider or any form of flying machine
is something that must be safe, the last
thing you need to discover is the thing
doesn't recover from a stall or falls out of
the sky in gusty conditions. So after

Mt Crackenback
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disadvantages. While the "JAGUAR"
was very easy to inflate and fly its perforstraight up and slowly forwards. Those mance was surpassed by the "PSYCHIC".
who have flown Mt Elephant will be However the "PSYCHIC" was the most
aware of the Razor back attributes of the difficult of the three to inflate but it was
internal volcanic crater. It is one of the . probably the most versatile as it has good
least inviting places to consider being glide and sink characteristics with a broad
blown back into the rotor. This was weigh- speed range of 15 + knots. The
ing heavily on Wades mind as the "MALIBU" is my personal favourite be"MALIBU" continued to rise. This time cause of its incredible low sink. The disWade did not fly along the ridge but con- advantage being in stronger winds it gets
tinued on a straight heading away from so high that the wind gradient increases
the mountain. After he wasn't much big- and gives it more of a tendency to be
ger than a speck he had fmally recovered blown back. It was interesting when we
from the initial lift and flew back to the reported our findings back to the
mountain for several passes several manufacturer that the same problems had
been reported by other pilots and the
hundred feet above the ridge.
designs of the "PSYCHIC 27" had been
We had finally tested three of the altered to allow easier inflation and
paragliders under the same conditions quicker recovery. The "PSYCHIC 27"
and the differences were quite apparent. with class-two certification was the only
Each of the paragliders had its own set of model which did not have full class-one
advantages with a corresponding set of certification, the smaller "PSYCHIC 24"

1991 BOGONG CUP/VICTORIAN OPEN
HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The VHGA and the NEYHGC would like
to thank the many sponsors of the
BOGONG CUP , especiallY MOYES DELTA
GLIDERS - whose generous discount on a
XS, combined with money from entrY fees.
XS as pri7..e to the
has enabled us to offer a
oyerall winner.
Oue other sponsors include A IRPOWER.
ENTERPRISE WINGS, AIRBORNE and
local businesses.

NEVHGC Inc

,z;::;r;:
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already had class-one certification. The
paraglider was altered in August, several
months after our shipment and re-submitted for class-one testing. The Malibu
while already having a German
Gutesiegel class-one rating had also been
modified with the inclusion of accelerator
bars and modified stabilizers to allow better strong wind performance. Also included was an additional smaller model
of 21 sq m. These have also been submitted for class-one Acfpuls testing in
France.
This means that two of the paragliders
needed to be tested all over again! What
else could I do but get out the cheque
book and send away for another shipment. If you happen to be along the west
coast and a bronze four wheel drive Mitsubishi van pulls up full of paragliders feel
free to come over and have a test fly.

State and Club News
New South Wales

and
Jo McNamara, 17 Domville Rd, Otford
2508, Ph (042) 942305
Publicity & PR: Alex de Waal, 6
Haughton Ave, Linley Point 2066, Ph (02)
4273647
The next committee meeting will be held
on the weekend of the Stanwell Park Flyin, Saturday 26th January at the
Helensburgh Workers Club, 8pm.

NSWHGAAGM
This meeting was held at Sports House,
Gloucester St, Sydney on Friday 7th
December at 7pm.
Two keys issues were discussed:
a) Regionalisation of NSWHGA;
b) Election of an interim executive committee.
In respect to regionalisation it was
decided that NSWHGA would be divided
into a Southern and a Northern region,
each with equal voting rights. Furthermore that the line of division be the Parramatta River. This line of reference was
drawn because it allowed for an approximate equal division of club member
numbers.
A letter advising all clubs of these changes
has been distributed and each club has
been asked to elect a representative by 1st
February. These club representatives will
then form a committee and elect a
southern and a northern regional representative.
The primary advantages are:
1) A more direct link between club members and HGFA;
2) 2 votes at HGFA meetings (instead of
1 vote per state);
3) Distribution of administrative
workload.
To ensure these changes take place an
interim Executive Committee was
elected.
Regional Liaison: Steve Hocking, 19
Gladswood Gardens, Double Bay 2028,
Ph (02) 3274484
President: Stuart Andrews, PO Box 1,
Thredbo 2627, Ph (064) 576190
Treasurer: Brett Brickwell, Brian
Hampson, 5 Clarmont Ave, Nth Strathfield 2137, Ph (02) 7434060
S~cretary: Bruce & AJ Williams, 3/19
RIVer Rd, Woolstonecraft 2065, Ph (02)
4396931
Safety & Training: Mark Mitsos, 46
George Ave, Bulli 2516, Ph (042) 674570

Everyone is welcome and everyone's
opinion counts so if at all possible, we'll
see you at the bar!!

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Paragliding Competition
Our club recently held its first paragliding
competition.

events taught us just how the hang glider
was born. Space in this column prevents
my recounting of the events and it is anticipated that an articles in the near futUre
will reflect those years.
Needless to say, an evening centering on
the birth of hang gliding would not be
complete without the attendance of Bill
Moyes who brought along his wife Molly
and Ray Leyton - one of the original
"Kiters".
Heartfelt thanks to Bill for bringing along
his original Dickenson wing (built for Ray
Leyton by John Dickenson in the old days,
complete with oregon timber airframe!)
to set up as a display next to a state of the
art XS complete with fms - we've come a
long way baby!
Most of all, thanks to John (and his lovely
wife) for enlightening us as to how it all
happened. John, the original designer,
and his wife, the original sailmaker! were
happy to see so many people present to
share the joy of those early years.

After waiting all year for a suitable day to
fly inland we eventually relented and held
it on the coast. This enabled fixed time
soaring with an accuracy landing, and a
best glide course along a fixed line
straight up the beach. Organised by Scott
Stenson as our P.G. comp organiser.
Winds from 3 to 15 knots made the take
off order very important. The task was,
soar for 5 minutes then land near the
target. To avoid radical accuracy approaches the following rules were set.

J ~hn and Bill, having previously been
declared the club's first honorary life
members, were officially installed, welcomed and presented with Club T-shirts,
can't wait to see the "Long Reefer" mascot
on their chests!

1. The landing must be considered safe.

News Flash! News Flash!

2. If you fell over you scored zero.
3. The distance recorded was the greatest
distance away from the target from the
first point of contact until the canopy was
on the ground under control.

The Narrabeen - Long Reef gap has fmally been crossed. That birdman of the
Northern Beaches, Dane "The Fruit Bat"
Snelling completed a flight originating
from Warriewood, to Cook's Terrace
back to Warriewood and over the bac~
all the way to the Reef! Unfortunately he
just missed out on getting up to the Reef
take off, but landing occurred on the
beach near the Rescue Base. Well done,
Dane, only I should've been the first - oh
well!!

This simulates an emergency landing into
or onto a very small landing area. This is
the type of landing practice that should be
encouraged for everyone's safety. Try including this practice into your flying and
one day you may have a happy emergency
landing. As for the placings of the competition, they are still under the calculating eye of Scott.

Northern Beaches
Greetings to all and sundry! I hope you
all had a safe Xmas punctuated with
heaps of airtime. Here's hoping for a
Boomer 1991 but, above all, a safe one.

Well that's about it this time round. See
you at the next meeting, 1st Tuesday of the
month, Dee Why RSL, Pittwater Rd, Dee
Why, 7.30pm and remember, your club
fees ($10) are now due! In the meantime
fly high and keep safe.
'
John Hajje, President

So what happened over December?
Well, not much, except the BIGGEST
meeting the NBHGC has ever seen. Why
did over 150 pilots converge on the Dee
Why RSL? Answer: the inventor of the
hang glider - John Dickenson.
John, through a series of slides accompanied by a spellbinding recount of the
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hung a quick U turn and dashed in pursuil
of the vanishing thermal.
What happened next is unclear as I personally couldn't watch. However reliable
eye witness accounts tell of an awe inspiring cat and mouse zig zag among the trees
as the thermal tried desperately to elude
our nameless one.

Stanwell Snippets
Happy New Year!! I hope that Santa
brought everyone lots of new flying toys
and good conditions to try them out.
Here at Stanwell, we've been enjoying
some primo days. Smooth sea breezes
coupled with instability saw Ted fly to
Panorama and back. A first in a
paraglider. Well done! Rob, during his
first outing of the season, kept Ted company. These "old-timers" really know how
to pick the good days. Clare had her first
look at Bald Hill from Mitchell's. I
believe she and Chris had a "Dream" of a
time.

There are now only a few days left before
the Club Fly-in. All HGFA financial
members are welcome. See you on Bald
Hill at lOam Saturday 26th January for a
briefing of the weekend's activities.
The next meeting will be the first weekend
of February at the Helensburgh
Workmen's Club, 7.30pm sharp. Chris
Boyce will be giving a seminar on
parachutes. I'll see you there.
Jo McNamara, President

Cudgegong Valley Hang
Gliding Club

Stunned silence all round.
The club meets the 1st weekend of every
month and new members are welcome.
Lessons in Thermal Pursuit, a new game
for the bored, are free. Thermal Pursuit
is wholly owned and operated by the Red
Cross who supervise every fmale.
John Trude.

Sutton Forest Flyers

During November, Muddy, Stuart, Derrick and myself visited Tumut for a
preview of things to come at the State
Titles, whilst others had a weekend
towing at R ylstone to practise for the Flatlands. Suzy did extraordinarily well,
being the only one to get away in the
strong conditions.
Our competition crew set off on their annual pilgrimage during December. Can't
wait to hear the stories and results when
they get back.

By the time I felt I could look again I was
just in time to see the thermal making a
last dash for freedom, out of the trees and
over the cliff face. A second later a glider
spewed forth, caught the thermal, and was
up and away in a flash.

Notes from the general meeting, 19
December 1990.

The monthly meeting of the club was held
over the weekend of December 1 and 2,
one of the reasons being to discuss the
proposed regionalisation of the
NSWHGA.

The current list of club Safety Officers
appointed or currently being approved by
NSWHGAare:
I Jarman, all SFF sites
M O'Dowd, all SFF sites
G Tome, Sth Highlands sites
P Daniels, Tumut sites
M Cullen, Tumut sites
B Keen, all SFF sites.

Rules and conditions issued by the National Parks and Wildlife Service for
In principal the membership agreed with
operations at Talbingo we.re brie~y
the proposal and voted to join the north- described. Problems assocIated Wlth
ern division. This decision was conveyed operations at Mt Cambewarra were disto the association at its AGM. The Club cussed and the need for HGFA membercongratulates all members of the new . ship for all flyers was re-enforced.
"caretaker" committee.
Ian Jarman thanked all those who had
The westerlies were blowing all weekend worked so hard in preparing sites for the
and so all flying was done at the Hazel- State Titles over past months; special
dean site. For most of the weekend unthanks to Eric Pearce, Barry Ie Plastrier,
fortunately the thermals were small and John North and Phil Daniels for their
not developing well but in spite of that work in constructing the Mt Talbingo
some good flights wee had and several ramp. A special thanks to Phil Daniels
student pilots recorded for his tireless efforts for doing the site
~--------------"-""""""'----'----"--------'----i first soaring flights.
negotiations and all the local ground work
,
ll
II~I' Eagle Eyes !Ii~ht glasses.
Undoubtedly the flight as well.
: $105 plain, $145 prescnptlon, $165 BI-focal : of the weekend goes to
:
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
: the nameless ~ne wh? The Intermediate Rating night organised
by John North for the club was declared
:
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
: on taking off lIDmedi- a great success. Special thanks to the
:
, ately located a small and
examiners that travelled to Tumut for the
el~sive thermal. Deter- weekend. The Tumut Aero Club were
:
Denis Cummings
: mmed not to be fl~wn, well pleased with bar takings that night.
l
: the thermal ducked mto
:
PO Box 741
. : the grove of trees just A motion that a similar night for Novice
:
Byron Bay 2481
: back of the edge of the rating be organised and in 12 months an
:
Ph (066) 856287
: cliff. This didn't faze our Advanced rating weekend.
L. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ...1 determined flyer who
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The Council drained the lagoon the week
before last, and high tides filled it up again
last week. More permanent measures to
alleviate the problem are presently being
investigated. The windsocks were in
place but the Illawarra Electricity
removed them for "safety reasons".
Whose safety, I wonder? Negotiations to
have them re-installed are presently underway. Seems I was a little premature
with my thanks regarding the work on t?e
signs. They're such a work of art, Its
taking a little longer than first thought.

i

:

i

North Coast Avionics

i

Discussion of what other service
programmes the club should organise led
to a motion that:
The AGM will be held at the Keen
residence, 42 Rowley St, Pendle Hill (02)
6368185 on Saturday February 2nd at 7.30
pm.

That NSWHGA be approached by SFF
treasurer, for re-imbursement of incorporation costs.
donated $500 to the State Titles for ensuring trophies etc are provided for all advertised categories.

The meeting night was also, coincidently,
Harry President's birthday. Happy
birthday mate! and to all you other
December/January birthday-ers in the
IHGA.

The club moved to acknowledge Ian Jarman for his efforts in organising the State
Titles.
_

The T-shirts and fleecy lined jackets
printed with our club logo look fantastic.
Thanks
and the team fo< o<ganising

It was reported that NSWHGA had

This meeting will incorporate a presentation by a national team pilot(s) on Cross
Country techniques and strategies followed by the annual club party. Definitely BYO food and drink.

great toy for under the Christmas tree!
Thanks Brian.

-$ :eb

Motions supported were:
That Don Farrar be promoted from vicepresident to president of SFF. That
Richard Reitzin step down as president
but stay as SFF rep to the region and
maintain his regional representative position to the HGFA board.

ILLAW ARRA HANG GLIDING CLUB Inc.

That the Club rep be elected in J une/J uly
each year.
That the regions elect their rep to HGFA
in the months just prior to HGFA convention.
That all NSW pilots be asked to nominate
the club to which they would like to be
aligned for membership purposes, so that
the regional system and fees distribution
can be carried out appropriately.

A MEMBER ORGANISATION OF THE H.C.F.A.

December's meeting was held at our new
venue, Shellharbour Surf Club. The
meeting doubled up as a Christmas party
where food and refreshments were
shared by all, a good night! We couldn't
talk Santa into flying a hang glider to the
meeting, so instead we were visited by
Enterprise Wings manager, Brian
Hayhowwho presented the new 152C and
showed slides of certification procedures
in the US and Germany. Don't forget
Brian's offer on the 152C, it would be a

them. We've received a couple of letters
lately from non-local hang glider pilots
asking about flying sites in the Illawarra.
Glad to have the enquiries, and for safe
flying, we'd be glad to organise (where
possible) flying" club buddies" to take outsiders to some of the sites.
We're looking forward to the Corryong
Cup and hope to see numerous pilots arriving from all around. I trust you've all
had a relaxing and enjoyable Christmas
and are now enjoying some great flying
with the new year.
Safe flying, Lindy Cook

K
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Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club

LEARN \
TO

FLY

PHONE (03)5099521
or (03}8180010
Fax. (03)8199284

"

...

Sorry to hear that Scott Beresford, President of Sky High Paragliding Club has
had an accident. Flying his new Swing
Zenith, Scott had a full frontal tuck after
pulling "Big Ears" in fairly strong conditions at Portsea and had a very heavy
landing sustaining back injuries which will
keep him out of the skies for a while.
Everyone at KAPC wishes Scott a speedy
recovery and hopes that he's back in
quieter skies soon ...
Recent visitors last month were Rob
Shroetner and Bernie O'Rielly who were
very impressed with the site out at Beloka
which they thought had great- cross
country potential. Also visiting was
Frenchman Christian Desret from the
lTV factory. Christian enjoyed the walk
out to Cootapatamba, but unfortunately
conditions were a little too strong for his
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Saphir. Not too strong for Eddie (the
eagle) Kunsus though, who after .being
helped into the air by Christian and
Stuart, logged his first 500ft gain and top
landing ...
Talking of Beloka, the landowners have
been approached and there is no
problems with the takeoff area, but the
owner of the landing area requires each
pilot using it to give him a waiver form
EIRSI. Please don't fly there without
first giving him the waiver form (contact
the club for a copy) otherwise we could
lose a potentially good site ...
On a recent visit to Bright, an interesting
competition was organised on top of Mt
Emu called "The Great Paraglider
Retrieval Challenge"!! Bright selected as
their contestant Brian (go places) Webb,
who won the toss and decided to fly first.
After sending off 4 hang gliders as wind
dummies, Brian carefully waited for some
annoying thermals to pass through
before launching into some good SINK.
A slight miscalculation in direction however, put him into the tallest tree on the
hill. After lots of team talk (and taking of
photos!), Thredbo announced their representative Eddie ( the eagle) KunsQs!
There was much nail biting by the Thredbo supporters as it appeared that Eddie
was going to take off into a thermal but
with great cunning waited and launched
into the best sink of the day. An audible
groan came form the Bright contingency
as they watched Eddie land in a tree half
the size of Brian's.

With the top of Mt Emu looking like a
Xmas Tree, the 2 teams leapt into action
and within 30 minutes the Thredbo team
had Eddie and his canopy back on the
ground both escaping any damage. With
darkness fast approaching it was time for
Team Thredbo to return home with the
trophy. Up in the tall tree, team Bright
were still throwing stones at Brian (there
appeared to be fishing lines attached to
them) and a later check found that the
retrieval was completed before it got
dark. Brian was ok however, his new Falhawk Apex needs some R & R leave in
Japan ...
From overseas we've just received the
result of a competition called Flight 4807.
This comp is only for the top 50 pilots in
Europe and involves launching from the
summit of Mt Blanc (4807m) and flying
the maximum distance possible down the
valley from Chamonix. The 1990 winner
was an lTV Meteor. Guenther and Stuart
(both Meteor pilots) are trying to organise a similar comp from Mt Kosciusko
called ... Flight 2228???
Club Diary
January Saturday 26-27th. Summer
trophy first rounds from lOam
February 3rd-10th. Third New Zealand
Paragliding Titles.

Victoria
Dear Victorians! Hello there again!
Hope the summer has treated you well so
far. Discussions taking place at a recent
VHGA meeting indicated that there ex-

Rosins Lookout, Beechmont, SE Qld Titles - p K Hill

\ Wc:w

(folilounc..e.. yO\)... I'
~btj~\'ole( filet T dr;ver!
ists a serious problem regarding VHGA
membership renewals. Please remember
membership is required BY LAW. All
pilots must carry current membership
card and/or helmet sticker to fly. Any
pilots not adhering to this will be reported
to the CAA. Safety Officers will enforce
this, random checks will be carried out
regularly. Remember no sticker, no card,
NO FLY'
On a lighter note some important news on
the Southern Hang Gliding Club. As of
the first Tuesday in February 1991,
Southern meetings will, once again be
held at the Anchor and Hope Tavern,
Church St, Richmond in the famous
Bugatti Bar.
All pilots, family and friends are encouraged to attend to hear all the latest
gossip, news, discussions on new
products, buying and selling and the
famous Dunny Seat Award. Remember
the first Tuesday of every month;
paraglider pilots also very welcome.
Congratulations go to Rohan Holtkamp,
the winner of the Victorian Closed Hang
Gliding Competition, consistently proving the winning factor. Many good flights
took place in the competition. On the last
day of the comp, 3 pilots flew to Talbot via
Bung Bong, launching from Mt Ben
Nevis. 2 pilots making goal, Col Bailey
and Don Rottman while Rick Payne
landed just short. However, this did not
stop him dancing the "Rooster Shuffle" in
the landing paddock, reminding us all of
a chook with his head cut off - stick to your
computing career, Rick.
The competition contained everything,
scuffles on takeoff, controversy over scoring systems, brightly coloured fashion
parades of flying suits, hacky-sack games,
darts tournaments, hacky-sack games,
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prangs on Mt Emu and hacky-sack games.
And even a few good flights to boot.
Hang glider pilots even spotted a fire near
the Tawonga Gap takeoff on one of the
days and handled the situation heroically,
alerting the CFA to a naughty man who
did not warn them that he was burning off.
Remember NO SMOKING whatsoever
is permitted on hang gliding sites this
summer.

dozen or so of us who made the 51/2 hour
trek south. That weekend was a success
for all but one unlucky pilot who landed
. in the shallow water below main ridge,
kept his glider nose up while he unclipped
and did everything right in those circumstances only to see a wave come in
that caused his glider to be dragged out
into deeper water. He was lucky that his
kite didn't suffer more damage than it did
while we attempted to retrieve it from
under the reef.

Anyhow I hope you all had a terrific 1990
and I hope 1991 brings home your bacon!
"Gotta fly" Dobbo

t.

~
Western Australia
Howdy Sandgropers
As you might expect, NovemberlDecember gave us an upturn in flying activity.
23-25 November saw some of the old
Shelleys Beach magic return for the

December 8-9 saw the end of the comp
with Rob Bernedez as the eventual winner. His margin of around 800 points to
second place gives you some idea of the
sort of week he had. 2nd place went to
Andrew Humphries apd Warren Hall
came in 3rd. The Novice award was won
by Steve Clarke who, along with Ian Sallie
and Jason? came all the way from Telfor
to Dallwalinu to compete. That makes
the Shelleys drive seem like a Sunday
School picnic.
Another event that is worthy of note occurred on Thursday 13th December.
Warren Hall thrust hang gliding into the
lounge rooms of most West Australian
TV news watchers with his 1st attempt to
fly to Rottnest Island. If organisation is

all that you needed, he would be in the
books but that fickle finger of forecasting
fate took over yet again. The weather let
us down. 96FM Radio station broadcasted leaders all morning, Channel 7 and
Channel 10 sent helicopters. Channel 9
sent a news team, the RAAF flew past and
the exposure was all good. Hopefully his
next attempt will give him those easterlies
he needs to extract the most lift out of
Helmut's tow system and make the 12
mile ocean crossing to the island.
December's meeting was full of comp
details and special thanks go to the following members. Gary Wright for the
trophies, Andrew Humphries for the
sponsorship and the Dally boys for their
efforts. Finally, December's Eagle
Award went to Bruce Dainton for his epic
4 hour flight to who knows where during
the compo Sort of travelling 200 km to get
4Okmaway.
The Ring of Confidence was awarded to
Mark McCumber for his technicolour
yawn over the base bar. At least he had
his mike turned off. That's all folks. Till
next month, hang in there.
Keith Lush

U-Need-A-Board

Moyes XS Tip Lever

Have you ever tried to use a map while flying in a trike? Holding
a map, flying the aircraft and trying to navigate all at the same
time is difficult in even calm weather. A recently released
Australian product has been designed to assist trike and
paraglider pilots with this task. The U-Need-A-Board has been
designed to hold maps and charts onto a knee board which is
then strapped with an elasticised band to a pilot's knee.

The XS Tip Lever now make the XS glider more appealing to
people who could not attach the frrbreglass tip easily. It weighs
one ounce, is made of 2mm aluminium sheet and pressed out.

Each board is a light weight aluminium structure which has been
powder coated with a matt satin black finish with professionally
sewn elasticised leg straps to ensure a comfortable and secure
fit.

The Tip Lever makes sail tension adjustments easier. The knot
is inside the sail, giving a cleaner appearance and the lever can
be rotated so that the cord does not rub on the ground, thus
preventing wear.

One unique feature of the U-Need-A-Board is its ability to be
rotated in flight without affecting the security of maps which are
clipped to the board. The board has a pin which allows the whole
map board to be rotated. To stop maps being blown off during
this turning procedure, heavy duty clips at both the top and the
bottom of the board hold maps and flight plans in place. This
way your navigation chart can always be aligned with the direction of travel, making navigation easier and more comfortable.

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd, Ph (02) 3875114

Add on options are planned for the board. In the future a clip
on plate will enlarge the size of the board to accommodate pilots
wanting a large map kneeboard platform. The U-Need-ABoards are professionally manufactured by an Australian business and are available from Ultralight Flying Machines,
Melbourne Ph (03) 4396083 and other reputable distributors
throughout Australia. The price of the unit is $35.00 + $4.50
postage and handling fee.

A 1/2" long, heavy 5/8" diameter tube is then welded to one end;
the nylon end cap for the fibreglass is pinned off-centre to form
the lever.

o

The U-Need-A-Board has been designed by pilots for pilots; it's
rugged, good looking and it works!
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XSI55 and XSI42

USBG

CERtiFIED

XSI69 XSI55 XSI42

XI IASY 155

Call the factory
for the best Service and Back-up,
Spare Parts and Accessories.
7am - 6pm Monday to Friday and gam - 6pm Saturday
Our new innovative Moyes XS Tip Lever saves set up time,
gives a cleaner appearance and makes fibreglass tip attachment easy.
THE MOYES XS TIP LEVER WILL BE STANDARD ON ALL XS MODELS FROM 1st JANUARY 1991.
OFF POSITION
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Gyro 180 II (Nov) brand new with Moyes pod
$2600 also
Foil 160B (Int) goes well $1300 also
Foil 155 (Int) only 40hrs $1200 ph Bruce (063)
736410
Dart Harness suit 5'3"-5'6" ex cond aqua blue
with pink & yellow stripes cleat on shoulder to
adjust body angle adjustable CG parachute &
ballast container with carry bag $250 ono will
freight ph Ian (065) 540523
Foil 152C Combat (Adv) latest model brand new
must sell mylar TE & all options $3800 ph William
(02) 6602309
Probe (int) orange & white all new bolts some
sail work recently done to tighten TE needs some
tuning includes laminated batten profile & 2
spare uprights $500 ph Bradley (042) 942929

Attention Collectors: Joe Wacher has a
CB 200 to give away to a collector. His
address is 19 Albert Rd, Hazelbrook 2779
or ph (047) 586385

ASI with extension & bracket medium helmet all
gd cond $1300 ono also
Car Racks front & rear professionally made
adaptable to most cars rear fits towbar $80 set
ph Graeme (02) 6286245 AH

NEW SOUTH WALES

AirBorne Trike Robin 440 engine oil injected
Arrow II wing + spares $4800 ph Richard (065)
505789

GTR 162 WB (Int) blue LE white & orange US gd
cond no flutters bargain $1800 ono ph Geoff
(042) 941898
Moyes XS 155 (int) as new certified model white
scrim LE mauve TS warp RH green US, TE stiffened flies like a dream glides like an eagle be in
or be square $2900 ph Derrick (042) 942305 or
(02) 9573025
The Edge 582 dual ignition trike & wing only 4
hrs flying time save $$ on new price owner shifting away ph (065) 556140 or 549347 leave name
&no
Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) yellow LE red US gd
cond flown by a conservative pilot a great buy at
$1000 ono also
Moyes GTR 162 (Int) navy blue LE sky blue US
flown 4 times in last 2 yrs This glider has been
well looked after & is in exc cond a bargain at
$1200 ono ph Richard (02) 5436227 or Fax
5435001

Moyes XS Easy (Nov) v low hrs fin pockets
round uprights faired king post ' speed bar v
reluctant sale $2600 ono also
Moyes Pod small $250 ono ph Martin (02)
8071067 leave message
Foil 170B (Int) 2 tone green & white flies well 3
spare uprights 1 spare base bar batten profile gd
cond $950 ono ph Brian (02) 3912611 W or
9811683 H
lTV Aries great cond piloting harness 2 yrs old
cheerful colours 70kg + $1800 also
lTV Meteor hardly used beautiful design high
perf (on par with Saphir) piloting harness 70kg +
$3500 ph Rachel 4162431

Foil 160B Racer (Int) orange fluro mylar LE
black/orange US gd cond $2200 also
Blackhawk Deluxe Pod Harness heavy duty red
with black/rainbow trim leather drag protector on
boot bunge boot hook for ground handling adjustable shoulder straps, leg loops & foot tube,
spine bag , zipped chest bag, open & close pull
cords, webbing straps to stow gear above legs
or in boot, new velcro on ballast bag, loops &
bunge under left arm for radio, skyting & aero
tow loops. This harness has everything except a
ballistic parachute launcher & landing flare sensor $350 ph Len (068) 537220
GTR 148 VG (Int) blue LE It blue/white US gd
cond faired uprights/king post speedbar gd
glider for lighter pilot $1400 ono ph Ian (02)
6619543 H
Powered GUder Comet CX21 never used in
Australia as new superb gliding v gd speed
range including harness & carry bag The Very
Best of Europe $3950 also
Emergency Reserve System $490 also
Vario $250 for test fly & info ph Thomas Breig
(02) 6028814 AH
Kiss 154 (Int) red LE citroen log $2600 also
Nissan Nava 4WD ute canopy, racks 1987
model reach those difficult sites with ease
$13,000 ph Brett (02) 9741158
GTR Race (int) gd cond $1600 also
GT 170 $500 ph Bill (066) 216655

Paragliding above Thredbo Village - p S Andrews

Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) pacific blue LE fluro
yellow US white TE as new with matching Moyes
Pod blue with yellow stripe suit 5'9"-6' pilot $2800
will separate ph Mick (02) 5217931
Foil 150B Racer (Int) gd cond ph Mark (042)
295881 Wor717954 H
Black Magic 24 with harness fluro yellow 18 hrs
flying time exc cond ph Alex (02) 9630929 W or
4273647 H
AirBorne Trike 503 Buzzard 55 hrs 2 seats Arrow
170 wing Parachute all in top conditi on $8000 ph
(049) 772078
Edge 582 LC trike exc cond all options only 13
hrs would trade of cheaper trike/glider genuine
reason for sale $15,000 ono ph (064) 575073, Fax
(064) 575529
Foil 152C (Int) low hrs exc cond would trade
earlier Foil B ph (064) 575073
Gyro 160 (Nov) mylar reinforced LE no sail flutter
pink with blue LE & tips 2 spare uprights new Hall
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Mars 170 (Nov) v gd cond dk blue LE sky blue
MS white TE priced to sell $1100 ph Rodney (02)
9604485
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) fluro orange LE It blue
& fluro yellow US moderately low hrs well maintained in v gd cond $2000 one ph Richard (02)
2353033 W or (02) 3651533 H
Mission 170 (Nov) 4 mths old, 6 hrs airtime ex
cond black LE pacific blue TS ocean blue US
faired king post, speedbar $2600 also
Moyes Pod gd cond blue $350 ph Tony (02)
8071067

GTR 175 (Int) white MS red LE blue triangular
insert faired king post 3 yrs old approx 50 hrs of
flying time exc cond $1750 one also
Cocoon Harness in gd cond $100 one also
Parachute never used just repacked $250 one
also
Ball Varlo/Altlmeter $300 one also
Helmet Windmeter Gloves $30 ono Getting out
for family reasons sell whole lot or individually
inspection welcome delivery within Sydney
metropolitan area possible ph Charles (02)
2323111 BH or 5873747 AH

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Foil 160B (lnt) $1400 this glider is in gd cond &
is nice to fly. It's only $1400 because I want to se"
it quickly ph Bruce (02) 3654635

Wanted stirrup harness for 5'10" pilot ph Paul
(08) 2982823

Foil 150B (Int) kevlar Racer pink & grey US &
white MS all race options v gd cond $2300 ph
Suzy (042) 943256

WB 162 (Int) white parallel plus MS hot pink &
ice blue US & TS v gd cond must sell $2100 inci.
freight see you at Auss Nationals ph Julius (08)
2611902

AirBorne Trike Buzzard 532 dual seat pod big
wheels suspension head temp gauge Arrow II
wing with new double side wires Electronics &
fuel system recently fully overhauled great unit
reluctant sale (need money) $9500 ph Peter
(049) 453834 or 453472

Vision Eclipse (Nov) ex cond low hrs never been
nosed in. An easy to handle light-weight glider &
stirrup harness, suit beginner or recreational
pilot. Agreatthermalling glider $1800 ph Bill (08)
2702032

Afro 8000 XC Instruments vario, altimeter
(M/Ft) ASI energy compensated $550 ono ph
Paul (02) 5217931
Foil 160B Racer (Int) gd cond with performance
for someone who wants a high performance kite
without the cost of a new one turquoise/orange
US kevlar TE $2400 ph Steve (049) 524856 AH
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QUEENSLAND

top of the stack bargain $2850 also
XS 155 (Int) 13 mths young with all options il
ready to fly long distance with crimson scrim L
& blue & green flashes US been in the air for 6
hrs the owner has traded so will give it away fc
$2600 also
Pod Harness v new black white red suit 5'8"-6'1
have 2 harnesses, 1 med 1 large also
Aero 170 (Nov) blue white blue had only 15 hr
airtime in exc cond $2200 one ph Gillie (070
537768
Mars 170 (Nov) I blue/white g cond $950 pi
(079) 261885 AH
Mission 170 (Nov) gd cond $1800 also
XS 155 (Int) warp sail option king post han~
$2900 also
Cocoon Harness lots to choose from black 5'6"
white 5'8", blue 5'9", black 6', blue 6'3" all gd tc
exc cond also
.
Gyro 11180 (Nov) gd cond $1350 incl harness
also
Mars 150 (Nov) recently checked by Moyes
dealer $750 also
Mars 170 (Nov) also checked $850 also
GTR 162 Comp (Int) latest GTR handles well
$1200 ph (079) 723240

Wanted cheap pods ph (079) 792562

GTR 162 (lnt) gd cond speed bar new bolts new
nose wires bag 1'2 mths old batten profile
manual no tears or flutters yellow LE white MS 2
tone green US $1250 also
Cocoon harness with 5000lb carabina suit 5'5"5'10" pilot $120 ph Russell (074) 866253

Foll170B Kevlar Race (Int) 14 mths old lilac &
grey v low hrs suit the heavy pilot to get to the

Platform Tow-Payout Winch with electric
rewind motor suitable for mounting onto ute or

Gyro 180 (Nov) red with yellow stripes also
apron harness, helmet & ASI $950 ph Ray (077)
752607 or Brad (077) 814245

XS Easy 155 (Nov) pink LE mint US white TE
king post hang point all fairings &speed bar low
hrs ph Carol (03) 4672175 or (03) 2694500
GTR 151 WB (Int) long lasting sail with
ultraweave TE panel & kevlar TE strip ph Wesley
(03) 8077942
Foil 160B (Int) gold LE yellow/orange US exc
handling ideal 1st high performance glider
$1400 ph Baden (03) 5926012 H or 3691177 BH
Magic IV Racer (Int) red mylar LE pocket blue
US 4.50z white dacron MS faired uprights with 2
new spares VG etc 50hrs airtime no marks cuts
or scratches on sail in mint cond $2250 ono ph
Ian O'Neill (03) 8037725
XS Easy (Nov) ex cond magenta mylar LE fluro
yellow/white MS Pacific blue & fluro yellow US
$2800 ono also
Mission 170 (Nov) gd cond special gold LE red
MS special gold US $1900 ono also
Mars 190 (Nov) 9d cond lime green LE white MS
lime green US $900 ono also
Mars 150 (Nov) fair cond blue LE rainbow MS
$700 ph (057) 551724

XS at Stanwell Park - p Dave Bolliger
trailer. This compact unit is 80% completed all
the hard work done. I'm interested in exchanging
this for a Meteor 190 alternatively other hang
gliding equipment or make me an offer ph Ron
(07) 2771193 Wor 8012262 H
AirBorne Trike reconditioned 447 Rotax engine
210 wing 95.10 rego till 27/7/91 log book available for transfer $5000 ph Bernie (075) 441196
inspect at Sky Flyte Kooralbyn Valley
Wanted one good (nice to handle) Tandem
glider ph Alan (074) 863166
Aero 170 (Nov) yellow fluro pink & blue ex cond
$2000 also
Moyes Meteor (Int) black LE yellow &green tight
sail flies beautifully test fly available at Rainbow
Beach $850 ph Alan (074) 863166
Foil 170B Kevlar Racer (Int) 14 mths old low hrs
immaculate cond yellow LE white MS It green US
$2500 ph Neville (07) 2057061
Moyes GTR 151 WB (Int) dk blue It blue grey
white ultraweave MS fully optioned & faired no
patches or bends v gd cond $2000 ph Stuart
Lutton (07) 8013862 AH or 8348257 BH
AirBorne Trike 2 seater 503 Rotax engine low
hrs Moyes custom GTS wing special wheels
instruments cover bullet parachute includes custom trailer all in v gd cond ph $8500 (07) 208209
or (075) 463021

Wanted Pod harness in gd cond to suit medium
person will pay up to $300 ph Calvin (053)
328514
Para-Pacific Paragllder E series 26 sq m
canopy brand new only test flown must sell
$2500 ph Mike (051) 742491
AirBorne Trike single seat 277 Rotax engine
large wheels GTR purpose built trike wing
double flying wires well maintained exc cond
lovely to fly $4500 also
Custom light weight trailer with fuel cans available $500 ph Jane (03) 5438022 B or Norm (03)
7585113AH

VICTORIA
GTR 162 WB Full Race (lnt)
fluro yellow LE & US V gd
cond must sell $2100 ono
also
XS 155 (Int) king post
suspension & fins grey scrim
LE & 2 ply fluro yellow warp
MS & Power rib TE brand new
only 15 hrs airtime perfect
cond $4000 ph Andrew
Humphries 018 917537 or
(03) 6996960 gliders can be
inspected at Nationals & Flatlands

Mars 190 (Nov) green Le white sail low hrs suit
heavy student or tandem $1000 ph Steve (03)
8733473 H or 5415363 W
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) red & white sail suit
beginner or lady pilot $1000 ono also
Moyes Pod red 160-180cm $200 or the lot for
$1100 ph Carol (060) 761333
GTR 162 Race (Int) dk blue LE red & blue US
one with the lot $1800 ph (053) 393604

Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) blue LE rainbow sail v
low airtime great trim & flight characteristics exc
cond batten profile can freight properly packed
anywhere in Australia $1400 ono ph Jane (03)
5438022 B or Norm (03) 7585113 AH

Moyes Backpack Cocoon Harness gd cond
suit 5'8"-5'10" + hang gliding helmet medium
size red near new $100 ph Rob (03) 4895182

For Sale!!! You could be the proud owner of this
near new Mission 170 fluro yellow LE orange
blue & white US faired king post flown less than
20 hrs comes with manual , batten profile +
spare down tubes will sell for $2500 also
Cocoon harness 5'9"-6'2" $150 will separate ph
Martin (03) 5461135 between 8am - 2pm

Meteor 190 (lnt) fair cond low hrs $600 ono
Anthony (062)822464

Thermal Lite Skyleg Power Pack $1500 ono ph
Mike (052) 451783 W, 554441 H

Thomas Frei, Myponga Cliffs, SA - p Peter

Foil 165 (Int) red & yellow US
white TS no flutters speed bar
v gd cond exc buying for the
up & coming pilot on a tight
budget $895 ph (07) 2008209

Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) dk blue Le It blue & white
US & TS 25 hrs airtime comes with altimeter
batten profile & roof bars $1050 ono ph Andrew
(03) 5511378 H or 5873911 W

ACT

Foil 155 (lnt) white with gold LE rainbow US v.b.
faired king post & speed bar flies well $8000no
also
Cocoon harness medium + helmet any
reasonable offer ph Garth (06) 2477526 H

GTR 162 (Int) VG blue & yellow low airtime $1300
also
Cocoon harness parachute &
Bolton
instruments ph Barry Weatherburn (06) 2587625 H or 2896840

W

Western Australia
Gyro 180 (Nov) ideal beginners
glider red/blue v gd cond includes harness & spare uprights
$1250 ono ph Bill (09) 3975877
evenings
GTR 162 WB Full Race (Int) fluro
yellow LE & US V gd cond must
sell $2100 ono also
XS 155 (Int) king post suspension
& fins grey scrim LE & 2 ply fluro
yellow warp MS & Power rib TE
brand new only 15 hrs airtime
perfect cond $4000 ph Andrew
Humphries 018 917537 or (09)
3816053
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